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Introduction 

At the very least, one goal I hope to achieve in writing this essay and 
collecting these quotes together, is to provide a cautionary warning, 
mostly for young people, about the importance of approaching 
political philosophy with careful consideration. 

In short, try to avoid becoming this guy: 

 

I think polarization and passionate polemical arguments for the 
direction and focus of the anarchist movement should be encouraged 
as it can be a vibrant discourse that inspires someone to join.  

However, the two foundational issues any group has to worry about 
are firstly becoming defined too broadly such that the philosophy just 
becomes a weak cultural disposition. So, for example, the way in 



which you have Christians on every side of every political issue today. 
Ah^ m_]ih^fs, nb_ alioj’m g_g\_lm ^_`chcha nb_ jlid_]n ch [ lcac^fs 
narrow way, such that the group splits into factions, with each faction 
calling the other fakes, or abandoning the project entirely. 

The obvious ideal is to maintain lots of specialized philosophical 
platforms within any movement, whilst maintaining coherence as a 
ohc`c_^ `il]_. I’p_ ihfs qlcnn_h [\ion nbcm `clmn cmmo_ ch j[mmcha ch On 
The Far-Left, Effective Activism & Violence, but I plan to write about it 
more in the future. 

Fil hiq, I’^ fce_ ni [^^l_mm nbcm m_]ih^ cmmo_ i` `[]ncih[fcmg.  

- 

Disclaimers galore 

A qbcf_ [ai I q[m nif^ \s [ K[]tshmec `[h\is nb[n [hsih_ qbi ^i_mh’n 
q[hn ni ^_mnlis [ff _f_]nlc]cns alc^m cm [ l_`ilgcmn. Tb_l_’m [ ^[ha_l ch 
traveling down the purist anarchist rabbit hole of more and more 
lcac^fs ^iag[nc] jifcnc][f nb_ils, qb_l_ sio \_ach ni \_fc_p_ cn’m ihfs 
worth reading the way a few authors view the world. 

Oh_ i\pciom ]lcncko_ i` nb_ q[s I’p_ `ilg[nn_^ nbcm _mm[s, cm nb[n I open 
up anarchism and its many specialized philosophies, to a charge of 
being solely irrational steps along the road that people adopt for 
reasons of personal purity. Also, that the same could be said of people 
adopting center-left liberalism as opposed to status quo centrism.  

I believe, however, that the desire to take on political identities for 
personal purity or the need to view the world in rigidly fundamentalist 

https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2021/02/21/on-the-far-left-effective-activism-violence/
https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2021/02/21/on-the-far-left-effective-activism-violence/
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ways is willfully self-fcgcncha. I’g hin m[scha nb_ ihfs q[s [ j_lmih 
could arrive at alf nb_ jbcfimijbc_m nb[n I’g aicha ni ^cm]omm cm nblioab 
a desire for personal purity. So, although I think this is an important 
critique that can be leveled at some niche ideologies participants, it 
]_ln[chfs cmh’n [ j_l`_]n ^_`_[n_l ni [ff nb_ c^_ifiac_m. 

I really value debate between various specialized political 
philosophies and strategies, and I have nothing against for example, 
green anarchism as the promotion of a style of critique not often seen, 
like black-anarchism and anarcha-feminism. These can help identify 
you as someone who has had the time to research the ways in which 
expertise in building democratic institutions, green architecture and 
rewilding will help get us to a better world. 

- 

The issue 

I nbche cn’m ch[lao[\f_ nb[n mig_ j_ijf_ qcff n[ee a bunch of 
contradictory twists and turns down a list of more and more fringe 
ideologies, in pursuit of the most rigidly simplistic way of viewing the 
qilf^, ch m_[l]bcha `il ‘[hmq_lm’ ni l_^o]_ [hrc_ns ch [ m__gchafs 
chaotic world, to provide a navigable route in a world which can feel 
terrifyingly uncharted. In this way they come to believe they have the 
[hmq_lm ni [fgimn [ff fc`_’m ko_mncihm. Wb[n cm [lao[\f_ cm biq 
common this phenomenon is depending on the ideology. 

- 

 



A comparison 

I’g aicha ni g[e_ a comparison between elements of two situations 
hiq, \on I q[hn ni \_ ]f_[l nb[n I’g hin _ko[ncha nb_ nqi, [h^ nb_ 
_f_g_hn I’g ]igj[lcha cm hin biq mcgcf[l nb_ c^_ifiac_m [l_ ni _[]b 
inb_l. I’g ]igj[lcha [ ^sh[gc] i` biq j[lnc]cj[hnm g[s gip_ 
through the ideology. 

A person might move over to the far-right in stages which 
incrementally take them further away from their initial views. For 
example firstly believing that: Slavery is bad and also that the US civil 
war was more about the economic disparity between North and South. 
Then moving to a position, that slavery, understood in the context of 
the time, was a necessary evil. And from there to a position black 
Americans have benefitted from being brought to the US and are 
ungrateful for the opportunities afforded them.  

A similar dynamic can happen for people moving away from 
identifying with green anarchism. A person could first be convinced 
that they should stop supporting a variety of direct action campaigns, 
in order to focus solely on being against technology, and in this way to 
reach the maximum people with a clear message. However, in 
]ihm_ko_h]_, mcahc`c][hnfs l_^o]cha nb_ [giohn i` j_ijf_ nb_s’l_ 
trying to coalition build with. Then secondly that, in the absence of 
fellow activists to spread the message to a wider population, that 
killing and terrorizing people is a necessary evil to draw maximum 
attention the direction society needs to be heading in. Reducing 
`olnb_l nb_ hog\_l i` j_ijf_ nb_s’l_ nlscha ni l_]locn. Tb_h nbcl^fs, 
thinking that hope for cb[hacha j_ijf_’m gch^m cm jichnf_mm, [h^ nb[n 
we should just take pleasure in embracing our violent hatred for all 
nbcham ‘ohh[nol[f’. Ah^ nb[n l_]locncha cm g_[hchaf_mm. 



- 

An analogy by way of a diagram 

I’^ [fmi fce_ ni i``_l [h [h[fias nb[n mig_ih_ ]iof^ go from desiring a 
‘fc\_ln[lc[h mi]c[fcmn l_pifoncih’ ni [ ‘pofa[l [h[l]bcmn chmoll_]ncih’ 
because people can buy into anarchist ideology for all the wrong 
reasons the same way a person with an eating disorder could just be 
using veganism as a way to restrict their diet on the way to raw 
veganism, etc. So, just keep in mind that the diagram text is not meant 
to be a perfectly summarized version of each ideology. 

Finally, I neither claim all the ideologies listed are anarchist, nor that I 
would personally desire to see a libertarian socialist revolution end at 
worker control, but I do see anarchists as part of a big-tent leftist 
movement, where securing workplace democracy would be a massive 
improvement in society.  



 

- 

Various ideologies 

I’g aicha ni koin_ a ton of essays from a bunch of ideologies in the 
il^_l I’p_ m__h j_ijf_ nl[p_f ^iqh nb_g, [fiha qcnb koin_m `lig [ nih 
of critiques, then end on two possible ideologies that could work as a 
om_`of `il]_ ch ^cmlojncha [ j_lmih’m diolh_s ^iqh nb_ jcj_fch_. 

I’p_ oh[mb[g_^fs ]bim_h p[lciom ]lcncko_m qcnb jl_m]lcjncihm qbc]b [n 
times contradict each other, as the aim is to find some critiques close 
to each specific ideology in order to have the greatest chance of 
relating to the person's way of thinking intuitively. 

- 



Insurrectionary Anarchism as Primary 

The narrowing of approaches 

A few words of freedom by Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 

The vital force of FAI-FRI is its constant renewal, its stimulating 
evolution. Today the need to overcome old concepts such as 
‚ila[hct[ncih‛, ‚fc\_l[n_^ mi]c_ns‛, ‚l_pifoncih‛ cm gil_ ola_hn nb[h 
ever before. 

Onb_l ]ih]_jnm mo]b [m ‚`_^_l[fcmg‛, ‚ch`ilg[fcns‛, ‚gono[f mojjiln‛, 
‛ bilctihn[f-anonymous debate between groups/individuals through 
jl[rcm‛, ‛ l_d_]ncih i` jf_h[ls [mm_g\fc_m‛ l_n[ch nb_cl `off mnl_hanb [m 
the main pillars of our planning. 

- 

Lone wolves are not alone… by Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 

The ambassadors of the modern way of life speak of the savior of 
economy through corrective changes and development programs, 
while the ideologists of the left beg for the cleansing of institutions. 
Unfortunately, in Greece the tension of bureaucratic social anarchy 
also joins the dance of the absurd and fantasies the revival of dead 
ideologies speaking of self-management of the production means and 
workers collectives. 

Thus the socialist anarchists, while refusing the system, instead of 
destroying class identities and economy, speak their language. They 
speak of the overthrowing of the existent, without however uprooting 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/a-few-words-of-freedom
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from inside them the economic-centric logic. For us, as anarcho-
individualists and nihilists, economy is not the key for liberation. 

Economy is a part of the problem and the problem itself. The only way 
to strike the heart of the problem is to destroy the economy and its 
distinctions and speak of human relations. The world will not become 
prettier or more-free if we collectivize work but only if we blow up the 
relation of work and destroy its mentality, its ethics and culture. The 
same will happen with friendship, love, pleasure, the meaning of life 
itself. 

On the road for continuous anarchist insurrection we do not keep 
anything which holds us down on the past. We tear down the myths of 
the revolutionary subject, of the proletariat, of the eternal wait for the 
right objective conditions, the social likeness towards the population, 
this slow moving mass which with its inactivity stops us from 
\l_[nbcha< 

Therefore, looking back in time, we recognize as our own prints, the 
traces left behind by some lone wolves, who walked then against their 
time. It is all those conspiratorial anarchists illegalists who made the 
anarchist insurrection their only home land. It is those who chose to 
stay away from the glory of the dead ideologies and bureaucracy of the 
social anarchism which awaits the masses in order to begin its 
insurrection. Lone and unique they armed their desires, out aside the 
pathetic rot of the mob and went on to the storming of heaven. 

- 

Armed Joy by Alfredo M. Bonanno 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/alfredo-m-bonanno-armed-joy


People are tired of meetings, the classics, pointless marches, 
theoretical discussions that split hairs in four, endless distinctions, the 
monotony and poverty of certain political analyses. They prefer to 
make love, smoke, listen to music, go for walks, sleep, laugh, play, kill 
policemen, lame journalists, kill judges, blow up barracks. Anathema! 
The struggle is only legitimate when it is comprehensible to the 
leaders of the revolution. Otherwise, there being a risk that the 
situation might go beyond their control, there must have been a 
provocation. 

Hurry comrade, shoot the policeman, the judge, the boss. Now, before 
a new police prevent you. 

- 

The expanded limits of violence 

Italy: Open Letter To The Anarchist & Anti-Authoritarian Movement 
(2003) 

When a group or individual starts a revolutionary campaign through 
the deeds and related communiques, other groups and individuals in 
the Anarchist Informal Organisation will follow according to their 
methods and time. Each group or individual can launch a struggle 
campaign on specific targets through one or more actions signed by 
the single group or individual and by the claim of the Federation. If a 
campaign is not agreed by the other groups, the critic will show itself 
through actions and communiques that will contribute to correcting or 
discussing it. 

https://anarhija.info/library/italy-open-letter-to-the-anarchist-anti-authoritarian-movement-2003-en
https://anarhija.info/library/italy-open-letter-to-the-anarchist-anti-authoritarian-movement-2003-en


The organisation, therefore, does not affect the entire life and projects 
of the comrades so that all kind of armed-struggle sectarianism are 
avoided. Once we are well rooted, power will find it very difficult to 
destroy us. 

- 

‘Do not say that we are few’ – Statement from the Italian FAI 

The only limits we put to our action are of ethical nature. We have 
made a choice with our action in this world of included and excluded. 
We are not interested in a society divided in clamm_m, q_ ^ih’n q[hn [hs 
dictatorship of a class over another, we want anarchy! Millions of 
microcosms where each individual can experiment themselves freely. 
Something very similar to what we experiment through action every 
day by elaborating the best way of organizing ourselves without 
renouncing our individual freedom. It is exciting to grow in this 
ila[hcm[ncih[f _rj_lc_h]_ [fiha qcnb mcmn_lm [h^ \linb_lm q_’p_ h_p_l 
seen and probably will never see. It is exciting that individuals who 
^ih’n ehiq ih_ [hither come to the same conclusions in a given 
gig_hn ch bcmnils. < 

The first: destructive direct action as an indispensable and essential 
element. Such action can take the form of throwing a molotov as well 
as committing murder, without any hierarchy of importance, each 
group or individual will decide as they best like, in the respect for their 
own revolutionary ethics, which will certainly always exclude hitting 
at random. In our view, this point will have to give rise to a new 
nihilist and anarchist guerrilla, thousands and thousands of fires 
against capital everywhere. 

https://edmortimer.wordpress.com/2011/09/03/%E2%80%98do-not-say-that-we-are-few%E2%80%99-%E2%80%93-statement-from-the-italian-fai/


- 

Escalation; Some Texts Concerning the Informal Anarchist 
Federation (FAI) and the Insurrectionist Project 

My idea was to make some points known, points that normally we 
have never clarified and that make us angry sometimes... yes, when 
we hear or read comments about us... in other words we need to show 
to this fucking movement that we are not ghosts coming from nothing 
(laughers...'hey. did you see you?'). We need to show to them that we 
think it very carefully before carrying out an action and that we leave 
very little to chance. Our actions are not indiscriminate, on the 
contrary they are so controlled that we haven't managed to do what we 
really want yet...(laughers). Then there's nothing obscure or 
clandestine in our way of life. Most of us come from the movement. 
Live inside it and know that reality. Some even come from shit 
situations. 

- 

The sun still rises by Conspiracy of Cells of Fire 

W_ [l_ _rcncha nb_ m]_h_ i` ol\[h ao_llcff[ q[l`[l_’m j[mn _nbc][f 
fixations, which rarely took a public position on the issue of 
revolutionary bank robbery. We feel that there is now plenty of new 
urban guerrilla discourse and practice that opposes — in a clearly 
attacking way — nb_ \imm_m’ qile _nbc] [m q_ff [m nb_ jl_^[nils 
banking machinery, proposing armed expropriation as a liberatory act, 
and obviously not as a way to get rich. 

N_p_lnb_f_mm, q_ ^ih’n ]ihmc^_l nb_ _rjlijlc[ncih i` \[hem ni \_ [ 
jl_l_kocmcn_ `il mig_ih_’m j[lnc]cj[ncih ch nb_ h_q ao_llcff[ q[l. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20201204195237/https:/325.nostate.net/library/escalation1.pdf
https://web.archive.org/web/20201204195237/https:/325.nostate.net/library/escalation1.pdf
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/fire-cells-conspiracy-the-sun-still-rises


There is one revolution, but there are thousands of ways in which one can 
take revolutionary action. Other comrades might choose to carry out 
collective expropriations from the temples of consumerism 
(moj_lg[le_nm, mbijjcha g[ffm) ch il^_l ni ch^cpc^o[ffs l_]ip_l qb[n’m 
\__h ‚mnif_h‛ [h^ om_ nbim_ nbcham ni g__n _[]b j_lmih’m g[n_lc[f 
h__^m, nb_l_\s [pic^cha b[pcha ni m[s ‚aii^ gilhcha‛ ni [ \imm il n[e_ 
orders from some superior. Still others might participate in grassroots 
unions, keeping their conscience honed — like a sharp knife — for the 
war that finally abolishes every form of work that enriches the bosses 
while impoverishing our dignity. 

We feel the same way about voluntarily “disappearing” to go 
underground. Tb_ `_ncmbct[ncih i` cff_a[fcmg ^i_mh’n chmjcl_ om. W_ 
want everyone to act in accordance with their needs and desires. Each 
choice naturally has its own qualities and virtues as well as its 
^cm[^p[hn[a_m. In’m nlo_ nb[n qb_h [ alioj pifohn[lcfs ]biim_m ni ai 
oh^_lalioh^ (‚^cm[jj_[l[h]_‛ `lig nb_ _hpclihg_hn i` `[gcfs [h^ 
friends, false papers, etc.), that certainly shields them from the eyes of 
the enemy. But at the same time, their social connection to the wider 
radical milieu is cut, and to a certain point they lose a sense of 
chn_l[]ncih. O` ]iolm_, nb_ m[g_ ^i_mh’n [jjfs qb_h there are 
objective reasons for going underground (arrest warrants, a price on 
ih_’m b_[^), ch qbc]b ][m_ clandestinity is the attacking refuge of those 
caught in the crosshairs of the law. This creates a parallel need for the 
existence of support infrastructure, both among guerrilla groups 
themselves as well as within the wider antiauthoritarian milieu, that 
will “cover” the tracks of wanted comrades. Prerequisites would be a 
certain complicity and discretion, which concepts are frequently seen as 
‚ion^[n_^‛ \on ch iol ijchcih mbiof^ ih]_ [a[ch \_ f[oh]b_^ 
piercingly into battle. If comrades from a guerrilla group engage in 



regular above-ground interaction — participating in movement 
meetings and processes, taking part in debates, and creating projects 
with others that address shared concerns — then the hermetic nature of 
the guerrilla group should clearly be protected from open ears and big 
mouths. Therefore, it’s general attitude also must be one of discretion in 
order to circumvent the deafening exaggerations that can turn it into a 
“magnet” for bastards from antiterrorist squads and the police. Taking a 
page from our own self-critique, we must mention the fact that many 
of us behaved completely opposite to the above, which — along with 
the viciousness of certain conduct originating within the anarchist 
milieu — ‚aoc^_^‛ [ hog\_l i` jifc]_ ij_l[ncihm lcabn ni om. Ih [hs 
case, self-critique lays down solid ground from which to develop 
ih_m_f` [h^ i``_l _rjf[h[ncihm, \on nb_ ]oll_hn n_rn cmh’n [jjlijlc[n_ 
fol nb[n. W_’ff l_nolh ni cn ch nb_ `onol_. 

- 

Various Critiques 

Say You Want an Insurrection 

If we have never called ourselves insurrectionists, it is not because we 
do not wish for insurrection, but because our own temperament 
predisposes us to an anarchism without adjectives. The important 
thing is to fight for freedom and against hierarchy; we imagine that 
this will demand different approaches in different situations, and that 
these approaches may need one another to succeed. We are anarcho-
syndicalists on the shop floor, green anarchists in the woods, social 
anarchists in our communities, individualists when you catch us 
alone, anarcho-]iggohcmnm qb_h nb_l_’m mig_nbcha ni mb[re, 
insurrectionists when we strike a blow. 

https://crimethinc.com/2010/01/07/say-you-want-an-insurrection


Anarchism without adjectives not only refuses to prioritize one 
approach over the others, but emphasizes the importance of each 
aspect of anarchism to its supposed opposites. The riot needs the bake 
sale to be repeatable; the arson needs the public campaign to be 
intelligible; the supermarket heist needs the neighborhood grocery 
distribution to pass on the goods. 

All dichotomies are false dichotomies to some extent, masking not 
only the common threads between the terms but also the other 
dichotomies one might experiment with instead. On close inspection, 
mo]]_mm`of chmoll_]ncihcmg m__gm ni ^_j_h^ mi go]b ih ‚]iggohcns 
\ocf^cha‛ [h^ _p_h ‚fc`_mnsf_ [h[l]bcmg‛ [m ni \_ pclno[ffs 
indistinguishable in practice. If we retired this particular distinction, 
what other distinctions might arise in its place? What other questions 
might we ask? 

Aff nbcm cm hin ni m[s nb[n ch^cpc^o[f [h[l]bcmnm ][h’n `i]om ih nb_cl 
particular skills and preferred strategies—simply that it is an error to 
`l[g_ [hsih_’m j_lmih[f jl_`_l_h]_m [m ohcp_lm[fm. Ih nb_ _h^, [m 
always, it comes down to a question of which problems you want to 
wrestle with, which shortcomings you feel most equipped to 
overcome. Do you prefer to struggle against invisible hierarchies in 
informal networks, or brave the stultifying inertia of formal 
organizations? Would you rather risk acting rashly, or not acting at all? 
Which is more important to you, security or visibility—and which do 
you think will keep you safer in the long run? 

W_ ][h’n n_ff [hsih_ qbc]b jli\f_gm ni ]biim_. W_ ][h ihfs ^i iol 
best to outline them. Best of luck in your insurrections—may they 
intersect with ours. 



- 

Gender Disobedience: Antifeminism and Insurrectionist Non-
dialogue 

The insurrectionist milieu has situated itself as an iconoclastic force 
within anarchist thought. Its critique often seeks to analyze and 
subvert the subtle leftism of much allegedly radical thought. This is 
important. This is valuable. 

However, I find it disturbing that, in the midst of this, there lies gross 
generalizations, ignorance toward the material being criticized, and 
outright refusal to acknowledge the multifaceted nature of many 
frames of critique. With this piece, I will focus on the critique of 
feminism in the works of Feral Faun/Wolfi Landstreicher, as I find it 
to be generalizing, misinformed, and thus far without consolidated 
response from anarchists or feminists. 

One of the key texts produced by insurrectionary anarchists to 
]iohn_l[]n `_gchcmn ]lcncko_ cm F_l[f F[oh’m ‚Tb_ I^_ifias i` 
Vc]ncgct[ncih‛ `ioh^ ch nb_ ]iff_]ncih F_l[f R_pifoncih. Wcnbch nbcm, 
Feral Faun posits that feminism and victimization are inseparable 
and, because of this, feminism turns toward domination structures 
such as the state for support. There is much to be said for this 
argument; it undeniably does describe certain strains of feminist 
thought. Unfortunately, Faun transforms feminism into a monolithic 
ideology, stripping it of all subtleties and nuances. 

The entirety of the piece is based on a piece of graffiti Faun saw saying 
‚M_h R[j_‛ nb[n b_ ]f[cgm q[m ‚gimn fce_fs‛ qlcnn_h \s [ `_gchcmn 
(Feral Revolution). Does he once reference a piece of feminist 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/lilith-gender-disobedience-antifeminism-and-insurrectionist-non-dialogue
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/lilith-gender-disobedience-antifeminism-and-insurrectionist-non-dialogue


literature to support his argument? No. Does he ever acknowledge that 
this analysis does not apply to all feminist critique? No. Instead, he 
makes empty claims with no reference to the field of theory he is 
critiquing. 

F_gchcmg ‚jligin_m `_[l, ch^cpc^o[f q_[eh_mm ([h^ mo\m_ko_hnfs 
depends on ideologically based support groups and paternalistic 
jlin_]ncih `lig [onbilcnc_m)‛. Wb[n F[oh `[cfm ni l_[fct_ cm nb[n nb_m_ 
exact issues have been addressed within feminist discourse. Take for 
_r[gjf_, G_lg[ch_ Gl__l’m *1+ mn[n_g_hn ch Tb_ F_g[f_ Eoho]b: ‚Tb_ 
ijjih_hnm i` `_g[f_ mo``l[a_ f[g_hn_^ nb[n qig_h’m _g[h]cj[ncih 
would mean the end of marriage, morality, and the state; their 
extremism was more clear-sighted than the wooly benevolence of 
liberals and humanists, who thought that giving women a measure of 
freedom would not upset anything. When we reap the harvest which 
the unwitting suffragettes sowed we shall see that the antifeminists 
q_l_ [`n_l [ff lcabn‛. Ih [^^cncih, Valarie Solanas, in SCUM Manifesto 
advocates sabotage, informal revolt, direct action, avoidance of civil 
disobedience tactics, and the destruction of capitalism and the state. 
Radical feminists established further critiques of the state in their 
works as well (see: Emma Goldman, No More Fun and Games journal, 
etc). The fact is, there is a wide critique of hierarchical power 
structures within feminism and even a cursory exploration of feminist 
nb_ils qiof^ ch^c][n_ nb[n. Gl__l’m mn[n_g_hn cm ch ^cl_]n ]ihnl[diction 
ni F[oh’m [nn_gjn ni ^cmgcmm `_gchcmg. Sb_ ijjim_m nb_ mn[n_, 
morality, and marriage, all subjects Faun/Landstreicher has tackled in 
his works. Are we to assume that Faun is not familiar with the work of 
Greer, an avowed anarchist and important figure in the theory that 
Faun critiques; or Valarie Solanas, one of the most infamous feminist 



icons? Or is it simpler to ignore such writings, as they do not conform 
to the distortions of feminism Faun seeks to make? 

F[oh ai_m ih ni m[s nb[n `_gchcmg ‚`i]omes the energy of individuals 
away from an examination of society in its totality and of their role in 
l_jli^o]cha cn‛ (F_l[f). Wbcf_ cn cm [\mifon_fs nlo_ nb[n fc\_l[f [h^ 
reformist feminism lacks a critique of the totality, this does not make 
it true for feminism as a whole. Eco-feminism makes connections 
between all forms of oppression — patriarchy, racism, 
anthropocentrism, etc — and ties it all to a critique of civilization itself. 
Som[h Glc``ch’m ji_nc] ^cm]iolm_ ih ]cpcfct[ncih [h^ j[nlc[l]bs, Wig[h 
and Nature, is a force within the green anarchist critique Faun can be 
considered a part of. It makes all of the connections to the totality that 
Faun claims feminism cannot. But the work and its writer are 
explicitly feminist. Another example of feminists making connections 
\_nq__h nb_ p[lciom `ilgm i` ijjl_mmcih cm nb_ n_lg ‚qbcn_ 
mojl_g[]cmn ][jcn[fcmn j[nlc[l]bs‛ nb[n qlcn_l \_ff biiem om_m ch b_l 
works (see Feminism is for Everybody). While certainly this does not 
critique civilization itself, it disrupnm F[oh’m `[fm_ c^_[ nb[n `_gchcmg 
does not make connections to any form of domination outside of 
patriarchy. 

Furthermore, Faun claims that the ideology of victimization present in 
`_gchcmg ]l_[n_m [ pc_q qb_l_ ‚nb_ `[gcfs, nb_ ]ijm, nb_ f[q, nb_l[js 
and sojjiln aliojm, _^o][ncih, ‘l[^c][f’ ila[hct[ncihm ... [l_ nb_l_ ni 
jlin_]n om‛ (F_l[f). Ehioab _r[gjf_m b[p_ \__h acp_h nbom `[l ni 
refute this entire statement. I find it impossible to believe that, in 
writing or researching this piece, Faun never came across any 
feminist works that contradicted his message. The very basis of the 
piece — that feminism is based in victim status — has been addressed 



by Third Wave feminists such as Naomi Wolf (see Fire with Fire). It 
seems safe to say that Faun has either done no research on feminism 
despite writing multiple times on it, or has purposely ignored the wide 
array of feminist critiques in order to further his own ideology of 
antifeminism. 

In his newer works under the name Wolfi Landstreicher, Faun has 
critiqued feminism for its inability to transcend binary gender. In 
‚Aa[chmn Bch[ls G_h^_l‛ `lig Wcff`of Dcmi\_^c_h]_: m_f_]ncihm `lig 
Vol 2, #10–12, Landstreicher/Faun makes the following incoherent 
mn[n_g_hn: ‚Ti ]lcnc]ct_ nb_ jip_lns i` nb_ jl[]nc]_ i` `_gchcmg [h^ the 
emptiness of so many of its theoretical constructs which have left it 
incapable of truly confronting and moving beyond gender because 
one imagines a liberation from the constraints of gender that is not 
homogenization into a universal androgyny but rather the opening up 
i` nb_ `off mj_]nlog i` mchaof[l _rjl_mmcihm i` ih_’m \_cha ch nb_ 
sexual and passional spheres and every other sphere that gender has 
affected — this is pure arrogance particularly if one happens to be a 
g[h‛ (Wcff`of). L_n om ^_]ihmnluct the arguments made here. 

F_gchcmg [ff_a_^fs cm ‚ch][j[\f_ i` gipcha \_sih^ a_h^_l.‛ Wbcf_ 
many feminists of the First Wave and Second Wave supported the 
concept of gender essentialism, this has been confronted by modern 
feminist, queer, and gender theory. The very idea of eliminating 
binary gender is central to postmodern gender theory and much of 
Third Wave feminism. Judith Butler, in such books as Gender Trouble 
has addressed this, and transgender writers such as Leslie Feinberg 
have furthered the analysis of the sexual and gender binaries. The 
]f[cg nb[n `_gchcmg m__em ‚bigia_hct[ncih chni [ ohcp_lm[f 
[h^liashs‛ ][h [fmi \_ l_`on_^ qcnb [ mcgjf_ af[h]_ [n a_h^_l nb_ils. 



This exact issue is addressed by Kate Bornstein in hir book Gender 
Outlaw. Ze posits that the very concept of androgyny holds up the 
gender binary and that we must have, as Landstreicher suggests, an 
‚ij_hcha oj i` nb_ `off mj_]nlog i` mchaof[l _rjl_mmcihm i` ih_’m 
\_cha.‛ Tb_ gimn ohomo[f j[ln i` nb_ _hncl_ l[hn cm nb_ _h^ ch qbc]b b_ 
m[sm ‚c` ih_ b[jj_hm ni \_ [ g[h.‛ L[h^mnl_c]b_l m__gm ni ^_]ls 
feminism for clinging to the female identity, but feels fine using his 
c^_hncns [m ‚g[f_‛ ni [c^ ch bcm ^cmgcmm[f i` `_gchcmn ]ih]_lhm. Si q_ 
must do away with binary gender, but it is acceptable to use it to write 
off feminists for alleged reverse sexism? 

Tb_ _hncl_ns i` L[h^mnl_c]b_l/F[oh’m qile ih a_h^_l cm \inb ]ih`omcha 
and infuriating. Not once does he reference a work to back up his 
claims and all of his characterizations of feminism can be refuted by 
even light engagement of feminist theory. It seems as though, in the 
^_mcl_ ni \_ [ ‚ql_]echa \[ff‛ `il c^_ifias, ]lcnc][f nbioabn n[e_m [ 
backseat to baseless claims and false representations. What is most 
disturbing is the way in which these works are supported within the 
insurrectionist milieu and how antifeminism seems to run rampant 
within that community, almost always regurgitating the same 
arguments presented by Faun/Landstreicher and similarly without 
any reference to real examples. 

I do not wish to claim that feminism is inherently whole or 
encompassing in its critique. I feel that an anarchist critique of 
feminism may be valuable and illuminating. What I do not wish for is 
more of the same anti-intellectualism and non-thought that seems to 
be the lot of post-Leftist critiques of feminist theory. If we continue to 
accept accusation in place of research and false representation in 
place of actual engagement with what is being critiqued, we are 



destined to be as theoretically empty as any ideology we can possibly 
imagine. 

- 

AFed statement on kneecapping of nuclear executive by Informal 
Anarchist Federation 

On the 11th of May Roberto Adinolfi, CEO of an Italian state controlled 
nuclear engineering company, was shot and wounded. A cell of the 
insurrectionist Informal Anarchist Federation have claimed 
responsibility for the attack in a statement, saying that it was an act of 
vengeance for deaths and environmental damage caused by the 
nuclear industry. Previous acts claimed by Informal Anarchist 
Federation cells include sending a letter bomb to the Italian tax 
collection office, almost blinding a worker at the office [1] and risking 
the lives of the postal and clerical workers who unwittingly carried the 
\ig\. < 

Ih iol [cgm [h^ jlch]cjf_m, nb_ Ah[l]bcmn F_^_l[ncih mn[n_m nb[n ‚In cm 
not possible to abolish Capitalism without a revolution, which will 
arise out of class conflict. The ruling class must be completely 
overthrown to achieve anarchist communism. Because the ruling class 
will not relinquish power without their use of armed force, this 
l_pifoncih qcff \_ [ ncg_ i` pcif_h]_ [m q_ff [m fc\_l[ncih‛. W_ [l_ hin 
a pacifist organisation and do not condemn insurrection itself or all 
insurrectionist tactics; however, as Anarchist Communists we strongly 
criticise individualist and vanguardist tactics that do not come out of a 
broad-based class struggle movement. We condemn actions that put 
workers in danger without their knowledge and consent, and we reject 
elitist statements, such as that made by the Informals, which consider 

http://afed.org.uk/statement-on-the-informal-anarchist-federation-tactics/
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the working class to be too ignorant and invested in Capitalism to be 
relevant to struggle. 

Capitalism is, fundamentally, a social relationship; it can no more be 
harmed by small groups who are disconnected from the wider class 
struggle shooting individual bosses or sending bombs through the post 
than it can by passively marching from one place to another or 
]ihmogcha ‚_nbc][f‛ ]iggi^cties. Instead, the Anarchist Federation 
advocates organising with other working class people to take direct 
action for ourselves in order to both defend ourselves against attacks 
by capital and the state in our everyday lives and build a culture of 
resistance that can seriously challenge capitalism. As well as being 
tactically more effective than isolated acts of violence, organising in 
this way allows us a glimpse of a better world, free of exploitation, 
alienation and oppression. By acting collectively and making ourselves 
accountable to others, we prepare ourselves for a world where our 
qbif_ fcp_m [l_ l_[ffs oh^_l iol iqh ]ihnlif. < 

1 Correction: This statement makes reference to a worker at the tax 
office being injured, Although in other attacks workers have been 
injured, in this case the person who was injured was a leading official 
and the intended target of the attack. While the AF does not endorse 
the use of letter bombs in any way due to their indiscriminate nature, 
the original wording was misleading. 

- 

  



Post-Left Anarchism 

The narrowing of approaches 

Post-Left Anarchy 

What Post-Left Anarchy Critiques: 

1) The Left 

 Critiquing the Left as nebulous, anachronistic, distracting, a 
failure & at key points a counterproductive force historically ("the 
left wing of capital"). 

 Critiquing Leftist activists for political careerism, celebrity culture, 
self-righteousness, privileged vanguardism & martyrdom. 

 Critiquing the tendency of Leftists to insulate themselves in 
academia, scenes & cliques while also attempting to 
opportunistically manage struggles. 

2) Ideology 

 A Stirner-esque critique of dogma & ideological thinking as a 
distinct phenomenon in favor of "critical self-theory" at individual 
& communal levels. 

3) Morality 

 A moral nihilist critique of morality/reified values/moralism. 

4) Organizationalism 

https://raddle.me/wiki/postleft


 Critiquing permanent, formal, mass, mediated, rigid, growth-
focused modes of organization in favor of temporary, informal, 
direct, spontaneous, intimate forms of relation. 

 Critiquing Leftist organizational patterns' tendencies toward 
managerialism, reductionism, professionalism, substitutionism & 
ideology. 

 Critiquing the tendencies of unions & Leftist organizations to 
mimic political parties, acting as racketeers/mediators, with cadre-
based hierarchies of theoretician & militant or intellectual & grunt, 
defaulting toward institutionalization & ritualizing a meeting-
voting-recruiting-marching pattern. 

5) Identity Politics 

 Critiquing identity politics insofar as it preserves victimization-
enabled identities & social roles (i.e. affirming rather than 
negating gender, class, etc.) & inflicts guilt-induced paralysis, 
amongst others. 

 Critiquing single-issue campaigns or orientations. 

What Post-Left Anarchists Value: 

 Moving beyond anarchISM as a static historical praxis into 
anarchY as a living praxis 

 Focusing on daily life & the intersectionality thereof rather than 
dialectics / totalizing narratives (except anarcho-primitivists tend 
toward epistemology) 

 Emphasizing personal autonomy & a rejection of work (as forced 
labor, alienated labor, workplace-centricity) 

 Critiquing Enlightenment notions of Cartesian dualities, 
rationalism, humanism, democracy, utopia, etc. 



 Critiquing industrial notions of mass society, production, 
productivity, efficiency, "Progress", technophilia, civilization (esp. 
in anti-civilization tendencies) 

- 

What is Green Anarchy? 

Unfortunately, many anarchists continue to be viewed, and view 
themselves, as part of the Left. This tendency is changing, as post-left 
and anti-civilization anarchists make clear distinctions between their 
perspectives and the bankruptcy of the socialist and liberal 
orientations. Not only has the Left proven itself to be a monumental 
failure in its objectives, but it is obvious from its history, 
contemporary practice, and ideological framework, that the Left 
(qbcf_ jl_m_hncha cnm_f` [m [fnlocmnc] [h^ jligincha ‚`l__^ig‛) cm 
actually the antithesis of liberation. The Left has never fundamentally 
questioned technology, production, organization, representation, 
alienation, authoritarianism, morality, or Progress, and it has almost 
nothing to say about ecology, autonomy, or the individual on any 
meaningful level. The Left is a general term and can roughly describe 
all socialist leanings (from social democrats and liberals to Maoists 
and Stalinists) which wish to re-mi]c[fct_ ‚nb_ g[mm_m‛ chni [ gil_ 
‚jlial_mmcp_‛ [a_h^[, i`n_h omcha ]i_l]cp_ [h^ g[nipulative 
[jjli[]b_m ch il^_l ni ]l_[n_ [ `[fm_ ‚ohcns‛ il nb_ ]l_[ncih i` jifcnc][f 
parties. While the methods or extremes in implementation may differ, 
the overall push is the same, the institution of a collectivized and 
monolithic world-view based on morality. 

- 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/anonymous-what-is-green-anarchy


The expanded limits of violence 

Against the Corpse Machine: Defining A Post-Leftist Anarchist 
Critique of Violence 

< ch bcm ]f[mmc] [h[l]bcmn \iie, Bolo’Bolo lays out a vision of a future 
anarchist society. In it he not only acknowledges the reality of 
violence, he incorporates it directly into the society by reviving the 
notion of the duel as a dispute resolution mechanism. Interestingly, 
P.M. also makes another case for the continued existence of violence 
in an anarchist society. 

There are no humanist, liberal or democratic laws or rules about the 
content of nimas [common socio/political/cultural backgrounds] and 
there is no State to enforce them. Nobody can prevent a bolo 
[community] from committing mass suicide, dying of drug 
experiments, driving itself into madness or being unhappy under a 
violent regime. Bolos with a bandit-nima could terrorize whole regions 
or continents, as the Huns or Vikings did. Freedom and adventure, 
generalized terrorism, the law of the club, raids, tribal wars, 
vendettas, plundering — everything goes. 

This vision perhaps goes a bit further than many anarchists would be 
willing to concede, but P.M. clearly has a realistic appreciation for the 
fact that in a truly anarchist society, not all anarchist values will be 
universally adopted, whether because the revolution will not occur 
simultaneously everywhere, or in the same way, or because some 
people may decide simply to opt out of an anarchist society 
(blasphemy, I know). Pre-State societies have shown a wide range of 
attitudes towards violence: from human sacrifices, warfare and 
cannibalism on one hand to raw foodism and peaceful co-existence on 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ashen-ruins-against-the-corpse-machine-defining-a-post-leftist-anarchist-critique-of-violence#toc5
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ashen-ruins-against-the-corpse-machine-defining-a-post-leftist-anarchist-critique-of-violence#toc5


the other — it is unlikely that an anarchist world would ever settle on 
just one standard (and what a bland and boring world that would be if 
they did). 

- 

Various Critiques 

Anarchists in Wonderland 

The post-f_`n cg[a_ i` ‚nb_ f_`n‛ cm hin domn ip_lfs mcgjfc`c_^, cn cm 
frequently wrong on the particulars. McQuinn writes, for example, 
nb[n nb_ ‚]lcncko_ i` _p_ls^[s fc`_‛ cm ‚f[la_fs ch]igj[nc\f_‛ qcnb ‚gimn 
i` nb_ N_q L_`n i` nb_ 60m [h^ 70m.‛ Ih G_lg[hs, Fl[h]_, [h^ Nilnb 
America, at the very least, large segments of the New Left 
enthusiastically embraced the critique of everyday life; indeed the 
profoundly anti-authoritarian upsurge of that era — which was of 
course accompanied by an authoritarian backlash — owed much of its 
vigor and incisiveness to this re-orientation toward everyday 
relationships. The influential three-volume work The Critique of 
Everyday Life was written not by an anarchist, but by the French leftist 
Henri Lefebvre. 

Themes such as the critique of everyday life and the critique of 
ideology have in fact been central to radical forms of left politics for 
decades. The classic primer by Richard Gombin, for example, The 
Olcachm i` Mi^_lh L_`ncmg, ^_pin_m [ jcpin[f ]b[jn_l ni ‚A Clcncko_ i` 
Ep_ls^[s Lc`_‛. Mil_ cgjiln[hn, nb_ ]ih]l_n_ jl[]nc]_ i` ]iohnf_mm 
New Leftists was explicitly predicated on a forceful rejection of 
precisely those values which McQuinn takes to be constitutive of the 
left as such. This strand of left radicalism did not appear out of 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/peter-staudenmaier-anarchists-in-wonderland-the-topsy-turvy-world


nowhere in the 1960s; it has its roots in earlier figures such as 
Alexandra Kollontai or Wilhelm Reich, and found one of its most 
articulate spokespeople in Herbert Marcuse, whose work on the topic 
l_[]b_^ \[]e ni nb_ 1930’m. Aff i` nb_m_ ch^cpc^o[fm q_l_ hih-anarchist 
leftists. 

Similar points could be made about the critique of industrial 
technology, which McQuinn also takes to be essentially foreign to 
leftist thought. The actual history of the left includes numerous 
instances when such innovative critical approaches emerged to 
contest the conformism and repressiveness of the cadre model. There 
is no sensible reason to collapse this multifaceted record into a one-
dimensional tale of leftist perfidy. Moreover, some leftists have been 
thoughtful and resolute allies of anarchism at crucial junctures in our 
history. Many anarchists learn about the Spanish revolution through 
the superb account Homage to Catalonia, penned by George Orwell. 
Orwell was a leftist who fought side by side with other leftists and 
anarchists against both the right and the Stalinists in Spain. Today one 
of the chief ways that inquisitive anarchists have easy access to the 
classics of our own tradition is through the work of leftists like Daniel 
Guerin. Selective memory will not help us make sense of the 
conflicted history of left interactions with anarchists. 

But the problem here goes beyond one-sided depictions of the left. 
Post-left anarchists also rely on a truncated conception of anarchism 
cnm_f`. M]Qochh’m _mm[s cm hin cggoh_ ni nbcm n_h^_h]s; [n m_p_l[f 
jichnm b_ chmcmnm nb[n [h[l]bcmg [m [ qbif_ l_mnm ih [h ‚ch^_fc\fs 
ch^cpc^o[fcmn `ioh^[ncih‛. I` nbcm q_l_ nlo_, cn qiuld be difficult to 
explain the centuries-old internal struggles between individualist 
anarchists and social anarchists. Without recapitulating these debates 



here, suffice it to say that many contemporary anarchists reject 
M]Qochh’m ]ihn_hncih nb[n ‚]iff_]ncpcmg‛ cm chb_l_hnfs momj_]n qbcf_ 
‚ch^cpc^o[f m_f`-nb_ils‛ cm nb_ miol]_ i` fc\_l[ncih. Hcm cff-considered 
invocations of Stirner aside, McQuinn neglects the crucial dialectic 
between individual and collective that is the distinctive feature of 
social anarchist praxis. While we can probably all agree with 
M]Qochh’m i\m_lp[ncih nb[n ‚qcnbion nb_ [onihigiom ch^cpc^o[f, [hs 
inb_l f_p_f i` [onihigs cm cgjimmc\f_‛, jimn-leftists would do well to 
remember that the reverse is equally true: Without autonomous 
colf_]ncpcnc_m, ch^cpc^o[f [onihigs cm cgjimmc\f_. M]Qochh’m 
commitment to individualist assumptions leads him to misconstrue 
this fundamental relationship. Getting things more or less backwards, 
b_ qlcn_m nb[n ‚ihfs `l__ ch^cpc^o[fm ][h ]l_[n_ [ `l__, oh[fc_nated 
mi]c_ns.‛ Bon `l__ ch^cpc^o[fm ^i hin ^lij ion i` nb_ mes; nb_s [l_ 
themselves the product of free societies. 

- 

The Left-Overs: How Fascists Court the Post-Left 

... an occultist named Hakim Bey developed the idea of the 
‚T_gjil[ls Aonihigiom Zih_‛ (TAZ). Fil B_s, [ TAZ qiof^ []no[fct_ 
a liberated and erotic space of orgiastic, revolutionary poesis. Yet 
within his 1991 text, Temporary Autonomous Zone, Bey included 
_rn_hmcp_ jl[cm_ `il D’Ahhohtci’m jlini-fascist occupation of Fiume, 
revealing the disturbing historical trends of attempts to transcend 
right and left. ... 

Thus, the post-left began to assemble through the writings of ultra-
leftists, green anarchists, spiritualists, and egoists published in zines, 
books, and journals like Anarchy: Journal of Desire Armed and Fifth 

https://antifascistnews.net/2017/03/29/the-left-overs-how-fascists-court-the-post-left


Estate. Although these thinkers and publications differ in many ways, 
key tenets of the post-left included an eschatological anticipation of 
the collapse of civilization accompanied by a synthesis of 
individualism and collectivism that rejected left, right, and center in 
favor of a deep connection with the earth and more organic, tribal 
communities as opposed to humanism, the Enlightenment tradition, 
and democracy. That post-left texts included copious references to 
Stirner, Nietzsche, Jünger, Heidegger, Artaud, and Bataille suggests 
that they form a syncretic intellectual tendency that unites left and 
lcabn, ch^cpc^o[fcmg [h^ ‚]ihm_lp[ncp_ l_pifoncih.‛ Am q_ qcff m__, nbcm 
situation has provided ample space for the fascist creep. ... 

An important aspect of the Anti-Politics Board was the articulation of 
nihilist and insurrectionary theories, both of which gained popularity 
after th_ 2008 `ch[h]c[f ]lcmcm. Ih [h [lnc]f_ ncnf_^, ‚Tb_ N_q Ncbcfcmg,‛ 
Peter Lamborn Wilson (aka Hakim Bey) pointed out that the rising 
wave of nihilism that emerged during the late 2000s and into the 
second decade could not immediately be distinguished from the far 
right, due to myriad cross-over points. Indeed, Stormfront is riddled 
qcnb om_lm fce_ ‚TAZlcin‛ [h^ ‚qbcn_johr‛ qbi jligin_ nb_ \[mc], 
individualist tenets of post-leftism from the original, racist position of 
Snclh_lcmg. R_d_]ncha ‚jifcnc][f ]ill_]nh_mm‛ [h^ ‚qbcn_ aocfn,‛ nb_m_ 
post-left racists desire separate, radical spaces and autonomous zones 
for whites. 

- 

Leaving Out the Ugly Part — On Hakim Bey 

B_s’m \_mn-known book Temporary Autonomous Zone (TAZ) describes 
spiritual zones in which anything goes, where the oppressive rules of 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/robert-p-helms-leaving-out-the-ugly-part-on-hakim-bey-no-poem


the outside society need not interfere with what feels good to do. I 
realise that many honest people have read TAZ without taking any 
mf_[ts cgjl_mmcih `lig cn. I bij_ nb_s’ff `ilacp_ g_ `il jichncha ion 
that paedophiles say these same things to children. In his essay 
‚O\m_mmcp_ Lip_‛ (Miilcmb S]c_h]_ Mihcnil, Vif. 7, #5, Sogg_l 1995), 
in which he pretends to be quite the classical scholar, he talks about 
[h]c_hn l_fcaciom pc_qm ih lig[hnc] [h^ i\m_mmcp_ fip_. ‚Tb_ Gl_]i-
Egypto-Islamic ferment adds a pederastic [i.e. paedophile] element... 
the ideal woman of romance is neither wife nor concubine but 
someih_ ch nb_ `il\c^^_h ][n_ails...‛ H_ om_m nb_ n_lg ‚mjclcno[f 
[f]b_gs‛ `il qcnh_mmcha nb_ ‚D_pch_ B_fip_^ ch ]_ln[ch \_[onc`of 
\ism,‛ [h^ l_g[lem nb[n, ‚mch]_ [ff bigim_ro[fcns cm `il\c^^_h ch 
Islamic law, a boy-fipcha mo`c b[m hi ‘m[`_’ ][n_ails `il m_hmoal 
l_[fcm[ncih.‛ 

- 

  



Anti-Civilization 

The narrowing of approaches 

A Critique, Not a Program: For a Non-Primitivist Anti-Civilization 
Critique 

An anarchist and revolutionary critique of civilization does not begin 
from any comparison to other societies or to any future ideal. It begins 
from my confrontation, from your confrontation, with the immediate 
reality of civilization in our lives here and now. It is the recognition 
that the totality of social relationships that we call civilization can only 
exist by stealing our lives from us and breaking them down into bits 
that the ruling order can use in its own reproduction. This is not a 
process accomplished once and for all in the distant past, but one that 
goes on perpetually in each moment. This is where the anarchist way 
of conceiving life comes in. In each moment, we need to try to 
determine how to grasp back the totality of our own life to use against 
the totality of civilization. Thus, as Armando Diluvi said, our 
anarchism is essentially destructive. As such it needs no models or 
programs including those of primitivism. As an old, dead, bearded 
classicist of [h[l]bcmg m[c^ ‚Tb_ ola_ ni ^_mnlis cm [fmi [ ]l_[ncp_ 
ola_‛. Ah^ ih_ nb[n ][h \_ jon chni jl[]nc]_ cgg_^c[n_fs. (Ahinb_l 
dead anti-authoritarian revolutionary of a generation or two later 
][ff_^ j[mmcih[n_ ^_mnlo]ncih ‚[ q[s ni al[mj dis cgg_^c[n_fs‛). 

Having said this, I am not against playfully imagining possible 
decivilized worlds. But for such imaginings to be truly playful and to 
have experimental potential, they cannot be models worked out from 
abstracted conceptions of either past or future societies. In fact, in my 
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ijchcih, cn cm \_mn ni f_[p_ nb_ ]ih]_jn i` ‚mi]c_ns‛ cnm_f` \_bch^, [h^ 
rather think in terms of perpetually changing, interweaving 
relationships between unique, desiring individuals. That said, we can 
only play and experiment now, where our desire for the apparently 
‚cgjimmc\f_‛ g__nm nb_ l_[fcns nb[n mollioh^m om. I` ]cpcfct[ncih q_l_ ni 
be dismantled in our lifetime, we would not confront a world of lush 
forests and plains and healthy deserts teeming with an abundance of 
wildlife. We would instead confront a world full of the detritus of 
civilization — abandoned buildings, tools, scrap, etc., etc.[2] 
Imaginations that are not chained either to realism or to a primitivist 
moral ideology could find many ways to use, explore and play with all 
of this — the possibilities are nearly infinite. More significantly, this is 
an immediate possibility, and one that can be explicitly connected 
qcnb [ ^_mnlo]ncp_ [nn[]e [a[chmn ]cpcfct[ncih. < 

- 

Various Critiques 

A Quick and Dirty Critique of Primitivist & Anti-Civ Thought 

We have the capacity not just to avert global warming and ocean 
acidification but to reclaim the Sahara and restore the megafauna that 
hunter gatherers killed off. (Contrary to the myth that primitive 
peoples were somehow aware of ecological externalities beyond their 
immediate contexts, recent global statistical analyses have 
conclusively settled that hunter gatherers were responsible for the 
ecological destruction of the late Quaternary). With the broader 
insight and perspective provided by science and global 
communication we finally have an opportunity to repair the mistakes 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/william-gillis-a-quick-and-dirty-critique-of-primitivist-anti-civ-thought


of past generations as we move asymptotically towards greater 
understanding of our world and thus greater agency within it. 

That word, agency, is the core of this divide between anarchism and 
primitivism. 

Primitivists would rather write agency our of the conversation. They 
want to pretend that we have No Alternative but collapse, no real 
choices or options to be expanded or diligently explored. Their 
opposition to technology and cosmopolitanism make perfect sense 
when the very notion of expanding our choices is taken to be 
incomprehensible. Physical freedom? What nonsense, you can’t be 
oppressed by nature! Wb[n’m b[jj_h_^ ni a_n mig_ih_ ni mo]b [ 
ludicrous position is a divorcing of oppression from anything 
]ih]l_n_. Niq ijjl_mmcih cmh’n ]ihnliffcha j_ijf_ il ]ihmnl[chcha 
their optionm ch fc`_, cn’m domn [hsnbcha nb[n ]ihdol_m \[^ `__fm. Freedom? 
Well there’s no such thing really. Just the freedom from thought, the 
freedom from choice, complexity, vigilance, etc. 

This kind of obsession with the delusion of certainty is the hallmark of 
depression. The desperate hunger for the pain of having no real 
options. Many commentators have noted the turn of our milieu 
towards treating depression, anxiety and other mental health issues as 
the essential experience of our radicalism. We bond over sharing in it; 
and end up fetishizing and reinforcing these ailments. 

Only in such light primitivism can pretend to be coherent with 
anarchism. 



But to hunger for the genocide and ecocide of a collapse is to mistake 
mental health issues for radicalism. Misanthropic edginess for 
critique. Emotional states for vigilant pursuit of root dynamics. 

- 

  



Anarcho-Primitivism 

The narrowing of approaches 

The Anarcho-Primitivist Who Wants Us All to Give Up Technology 

Q: How do you determine what technology is acceptable and what 
cmh’n? 

A: I think one very general way to look at it is division of labour. If you 
b[p_ [ niif nb[n [hs\i^s ][h g[e_, nb[n’m al_[n. Yio’l_ in contact with 
it in a very sensual way. But tools that require a hierarchy of 
]iil^ch[ncih [h^ mj_]c[fcm[ncih ]l_[n_ [ ech^ i` ^cmn[h]cha. Tb[n’m nb_ 
kind of technology to avoid. 

- 

What is Green Anarchy? 

Another aspect of how we view and relate to the world that can be 
problematic, in the sense that it separates us from a direct interaction, 
is our shift towards an almost exclusively symbolic culture. Often the 
respihm_ ni nbcm ko_mncihcha cm, ‚Si, sio domn q[hn ni alohn?‛ Wbc]b 
might be the desire of a few, but typically the critique is a look at the 
problems inherent with a form of communication and comprehension 
that relies primarily on symbolic thought at the expense (and even 
exclusion) of other sensual and unmediated means. The emphasis on 
the symbolic is a movement from direct experience into mediated 
experience in the form of language, art, number, time, etc Symbolic 
culture filters our entire perception through formal and informal 
msg\ifm. In’m \_sih^ domn acpcha nbcham h[g_m, \on b[pcha [h _hncl_ 

https://www.vice.com/da/article/dpwx3m/john-zerzan-wants-us-to-give-up-all-of-our-technology
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/anonymous-what-is-green-anarchy


relationship to the world that comes through the lens of 
l_jl_m_hn[ncih. In cm ^_\[n[\f_ [m ni qb_nb_l bog[hm [l_ ‚b[l^-qcl_^‛ 
for symbolic thought or if it developed as a cultural change or 
adaptation, but the symbolic mode of expression and understanding is 
certainly limited and its over-dependence leads to objectification, 
alienation, and a tunnel-vision of perception. Many green anarchists 
promote and practice getting in touch with and rekindling dormant or 
underutilized methods of interaction and cognition, such as touch, 
smell, and telepathy, as well as experimenting with and developing 
unique and personal modes of comprehension and expression. 

- 

AnPrim on Fire: Human Supremacy Within Anarcho-Primitivist 
Narrative 

The man-the-hunter story has been arranged to fit the violent lifeway 
i` ]cpcfct[ncih. In’m ]b[ff_hacha `il j_ijf_ ni^[s ni ]ih]_cp_ i` [ q[s 
without fire, cooking or hunting, just as people deny that our species is 
a colonizing one. Without fire, we would not have been able to 
colonize. Without a colonizing ethos, we would not have used fire to 
breech the wild limits of our primal human habitat. Just imagine, 
without fire humans may still be mostly in Africa, and a diversity of 
megafauna may still be in every land. And for certain, the life on Earth 
would not be in a death spiral. Fire mastery hoisted human ferocity, 
and with that wrought a fiery new lifeway onto all. 

- 

 

https://veganprimitivist.wordpress.com/2019/03/21/anprim-on-fire-human-supremacy-within-anarcho-primitivist-narrative
https://veganprimitivist.wordpress.com/2019/03/21/anprim-on-fire-human-supremacy-within-anarcho-primitivist-narrative


The expanded limits of violence 

A Conversation with John Zerzan on Direct Action, School Shootings, 
Authenticity, Veganism & More  

‚Tb_ ]ih]_jn i` domnc]_ mbiof^ hin \_ ip_lfiie_^ ch ]ihmc^_lcha nb_ 
Unabomber phenomenon. In fact, except for his targets, when have 
the many little Eichmanns who are preparing the Brave New World 
ever been called to account?... Is it unethical to try to stop those whose 
]ihnlc\oncihm [l_ \lchacha [h ohjl_]_^_hn_^ [mm[ofn ih fc`_?‛ 

‚Tb_s [ch’n chhi]_hn. Wbc]b cmh’n ni m[s nb[n I’g nin[ffs [n _[m_ qcnb 
\fiqcha nb_g chni jc_]_m. P[ln i` g_ cm. Ah^ j[ln i` g_ cmh’n.‛ 

‚I nbche nb_ n[la_nm q_l_ l_f[ncp_fs gil_ [jjlijlc[n_ [m b_ q_hn [fiha, 
as they became more lethal, on that level anyway, I think you could 
[lao_ nb[n nb[n’m nb_ ][m_.‛ 

‚I _h^_^ nb_ mj__]b qcnb nb_ moaa_mncih nb[n nb_l_ gcabn \_ [ j[l[ff_f 
between Kaczynski and John Brown. Brown made an anti-slavery 
attack on the federal arsenal at Harpers Ferry, West Virginia in 1859. 
Like Kaczynski, Brown was considered deranged, but he was tried and 
hung. Not long afterward he became a kind of American saint of the 
abolitionist movement. I offered the hope, if not the prediction, that 
T.K. might at some point also be considered in a more positive light 
for his resistance to industriaf ]cpcfct[ncih.‛ 

- 

 

 

http://en.theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ishkah-a-conversation-with-john-zerzan-on-direct-action-school-shootings-authenticity-veganism
http://en.theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ishkah-a-conversation-with-john-zerzan-on-direct-action-school-shootings-authenticity-veganism


5 Common Objections to Primitivism 

< `il[a_lm \_fc_p_ nb[n fc`_ ^i_m hin \_ach ohncf, omo[ffs, nbe age of 
two. Foragers look at infanticide much the same way we do abortion. 
Among the !Kung, a pregnant woman goes into labor, and walks off 
chni nb_ \omb (I’g nif^ nb[n ]bcf^\clnb cm mcahc`c][hnfs f_mm [h il^_[f 
among those who are not malnourished — affluently or otherwise). 
M[s\_ mb_ ]ig_m \[]e qcnb [ ]bcf^; g[s\_ mb_ ^i_mh’n. Ecnb_l q[s, hi 
questions are asked. So, our calculations of forager lifespans are quite 
unfair — c` q_’l_ aicha ni ch]fo^_ nb_cl ch`[hnc]c^_, nb_h q_ gomn 
include our own abortions. To do otherwise would simply be 
ethnocentric. In fact, when we do that, we see that forager lifespans 
are as long as, and sometimes longer, than our own. 

In cm oh^_hc[\fs nlo_ nb[n nb_ qilf^’m jijof[ncih ][hhin \_ momn[ch_^ 
without modern civilization. Of course, it is abundantly clear that 
modern civilization is not sustainable, either. Given those two facts, 
then some kind of massive die-off is inevitable. It might be through 
genocide, but since primitvists are a fringe of a fringe (and will always 
be mi) cn’m ohfce_fs ni ]ig_ `lig om. Tb_l_ [l_ g[hs inb_l j[lnc_m qcnb 
a much greater interest in genocide for its own sake, who are far 
closer to power than we will ever be. Ultimately, genocide might be 
the kindest method, just as it is kind to deliver a coup de grace to a 
dying animal. The alternative is to waste away by hunger or disease. 
But ultimately, genocide on such a scale would be nigh impossible, 
and though die-off is guaranteed, it is almost as guaranteed not to 
come by way of genocide. 

- 

 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/jason-godesky-5-common-objections-to-primitivism-and-why-they-re-wrong#toc2


Various Critiques 

A Critique, Not a Program: For a Non-Primitivist Anti-Civilization 
Critique 

Ultimately, if we imagine dismantling civilization, actively and 
consciously destroying it, not in order to institute a program or realize 
a specific vision, but in order to open and endlessly expand the 
possibilities for realizing ourselves and exploring our capacities and 
desires, then we can begin to do it as the way we live here and now 
against the existing order. If, instead of hoping for a paradise, we 
grasp life, joy and wonder now, we will be living a truly anarchic 
critique of civilization that has nothing to do with any image of the 
‚jlcgcncp_‛, \on l[nb_l qcnb iol cgg_^c[n_ h__^ ni hi fiha_l \_ 
domesticated, with our need to be unique, not tamed, controlled, 
defined identities. Then, we will find ways to grasp all that we can 
make our own and to destroy all that seeks to conquer us. 

- 

A Conversation with John Zerzan on Direct Action, School Shootings, 
Authenticity, Veganism & More 

< ch n_lgm i` nbcm n_lg jl_m_h]_, qb_nb_l q_ mbiof^ ^_mcl_ [h 
authenticity of a long period of our evolutionary history as humans. I 
^ih’n ehiq, fce_ I nbche jin_hnc[ffs q_ ]iof^ \_ mo``_lcha gil_ hiq `il 
sure, but it could be suffering that we we desire to take on if we can get 
to this left-anarchist, pro technology future. It could be a source of 
virtue for us, striving for these intellectual skills. 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/wolfi-landstreicher-a-critique-not-a-program-for-a-non-primitivist-anti-civilization-critique
https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/wolfi-landstreicher-a-critique-not-a-program-for-a-non-primitivist-anti-civilization-critique
http://en.theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ishkah-a-conversation-with-john-zerzan-on-direct-action-school-shootings-authenticity-veganism
http://en.theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ishkah-a-conversation-with-john-zerzan-on-direct-action-school-shootings-authenticity-veganism


Ah^ nb_h [onb_hnc]cns, [m [ ]ih]_jn cn’m ihfs ^_p_fij_^ l_]_hnfs, fce_ 
we used to think of authenticity differently as like sincerity. So, the 
effort you put into helping your family would be an indication of 
whether you were being authentic to yourself, if you were being just 
and fair to your family in taking on your responsibilities. 

So, I ^ih’n ehiq qb_nb_l cn qiof^ \_ [onb_hnc] `il g_ ni ^_mcl_ 
hunter-gather life, I know I would desire hunter-gatherer life more 
than the middle ages, but I think rather than just settling for primitive 
life or just settling for the middle ages, I think we should try and be 
aspirational to this future world of still being able to use some 
n_]bhifias, fce_ jlchncha jl_mm_m [h^ j_hc]cffch [h^ mno``, mi I ^ih’n 
know. 

- 

  



Anti-Tech Revolution 

The narrowing of approaches 

Hit where it hurts 

Technology Is The Target. 

In cm qc^_fs l_]iahct_^ nb[n ‚nb_ \[mc] p[lc[\f_ qbc]b ^_n_lgch_m nb_ 
contemporary historic process is provided by technological 
^_p_fijg_hn‛ (C_fmi Foltado*). Technology, above all else, is 
responsible for the current condition of the world and will control its 
`onol_ ^_p_fijg_hn. Tbom, nb_ ‚\off^it_l‛ nb[n q_ b[p_ ni ^_mnlis cm 
modern technology itself. Many radicals are aware of this, and 
therefore realize that there task is to eliminate the entire techno-
industrial system. But unfortunately they have paid little attention to 
the need to hit the system where it hurts. ... 

Wilderness can be saved permanently only by eliminating the techno-
industrial system, and you cannot eliminate the system by attacking 
the timber industry. The system would easily survive the death of the 
timber industry because wood products, though very useful to the 
system, can if necessary be replaced with other materials. 

Consequently, when you attack the timber industry, you are not 
bcnncha nb_ msmn_g qb_l_ cn bolnm. Tb_ ncg\_l ch^omnls cm ihfs nb_ ‚`cmn‛ 
(or one of the fists) with which the system destroys wilderness, and, 
just as in a fist-`cabn, sio ][h’n qch \s bcnncha [n nb_ `ist. You have to go 
behind the fist and strike at the most sensitive and vital organs of the 
system. By legal means, of course, such as peaceful protests. ... 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ted-kaczynski-hit-where-it-hurts#toc2


So, instead of protesting one or another negative consequence of 
biotechnology, you have to attack all modern biotechnology on 
principle, on grounds such as (a) that it is an insult to all living things; 
(b) that it puts too much power in the hands of the system; (c) that it 
will radically transform fundamental human values that have existed 
for thousands of years; and similar grounds that are inconsistent with 
the values of the system. 

In response to this kind of attack the system will have to stand and 
fight. It cannot afford to cushion your attack by backing off to any 
great extent, because biotechnology is too central to the whole 
enterprise of technological progress, and because in backing off the 
system would not be making only a tactical retreat, but would be 
taking a major strategic defeat to its code of values. Those values 
would be undermined and the door would be opened to further 
political attacks that would hack away at the foundations of the 
system. 

Niq cn’m nlo_ nb[n nb_ U.S. Hiom_ i` R_jl_m_hn[ncp_m l_]_hnfs pin_^ ni 
ban cloning of human beings, and at least some congressmen even 
gave the right kinds of reasons for doing so. The reasons I read about 
were framed in religious terms, but whatever you may think of the 
religious terms involved, these reasons were not technologically 
acceptable reasons. And that is what counts. 

- 

 

 



The expanded limits of violence 

The Communiques of Freedom Club 

< q_ g[s `ch^ cn om_`of ni \fiq oj gil_ \cin_]bhc]c[hm [h^ nb_ fce_ [n 
some time in the future, so we would prefer not to be bound by a 
jligcm_ ni mnij \ig\cha. I` q_ g[^_ mo]b [ jligcm_ q_ qiof^h’n 
want to break it. So we are looking for some way to get our material 
jo\fcmb_^ qcnbion b[pcha ni g[e_ [hs jligcm_m il ^_[fm. < 

< Aff nb_ ohcp_lmcty people whom we have attacked have been 
specialists in technical fields. (We consider certain areas of applied 
psychology, such as behavior modification, to be technical fields.) We 
would not want anyone to think that we have any desire to hurt 
professors who study archaeology, history, literature or harmless stuff 
like that. The people we are out to get are the scientists and engineers, 
_mj_]c[ffs ch ]lcnc][f `c_f^m fce_ ]igjon_lm [h^ a_h_nc]m. < 

In one case we attempted unsuccessfully to blow up an airliner. The 
idea was to kill a lot of business people who we assumed would 
constitute a majority of the passengers. But of course some of the 
passengers would have been innocent people-maybe kids, or some 
working stiff going to see his sick grandmother. We're glad now that 
nb_ [nn_gjn `[cf_^. < 

A bomb package that we mailed to computer scientist Patrick Fischer 
injured his secretary when she opened it. We certainly regret that. 
And when we were young and comparatively reckless we were much 
less careful in selecting targets than we are now. 

- 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ted-kaczynski-the-communiques-of-freedom-club-ted-kaczynski


Various Critiques 

The Unabomber’s Ethics 

Wb_h ih_ l_[^m ‘Ih^omnlc[f Si]c_ns [h^ cnm Fonol_’ [h^ Ahnc-Tech 
Revolution, it is hard not to notice that Kaczynski evaluates problems 
caused by technology very differently than how he evaluates problems 
nb[n [lcm_ ch n_]bhifias’m [\m_h]_. Tbcm cm gimn [jj[l_hn ch nb_ gc^^f_ 
j[l[al[jbm i` ‘Ih^omnlc[f Si]c_ns [h^ cnm Fonol_,’ ch qbc]b K[czynski 
compares industrial and pre-industrial life. After he has given an 
elaborate account of human powerlessness in industrial societies, he 
g[e_m [ ]ih]_mmcih: ‘In cm nlo_ nb[n jlcgcncp_ g[h cm jiq_lf_mm [a[chmn 
some of the things that threaten him; dim_[m_ `il _r[gjf_.’*24+ 
Kaczynski does not, however, seem to think that this is a very 
mcahc`c][hn jli\f_g. Ihmn_[^ b_ qlcn_m: ‘Bon b_ ][h []]_jn nb_ lcme i` 
^cm_[m_ mnic][ffs.’ Tbcm l_mjihm_ chpcn_m [ `iffiq-up question: If the 
badness of the problems fac_^ \s ‘jlcgcncp_ g[h’ ][h \_ [pic^_^ c` 
ih_ []]_jnm nb_g mnic][ffs, nb_h qbs ][h’n nb_ \[^h_mm i` nb_ 
problems faced by people in industrialized societies also be avoided 
through stoicism? The only explanation given by Kaczynski is that 
whereas a problem c[om_^ ch nb_ [\m_h]_ i` n_]bhifias ‘cm j[ln i` nb_ 
h[nol_ i` nbcham, cn cm hi ih_’m `[ofn,’ [ jli\f_g ][om_^ \s n_]bhifias cm 
‘cgjim_^.’*25+ O` ]iolm_, cn g[e_m m_hm_ ni bif^ nb[n qbcf_ hi-one is 
responsible for what nature does, someone might be responsible for 
what humans do. Kaczynski, however, does not seem to be concerned 
with assigning responsibility or blame; he is concerned with 
comparing the quality of human life in industrial versus pre-industrial 
societies. It seems, therefore, that Kaczynski holds that while a 
problem caused by technology is very bad indeed, a problem caused 
by nature, though it can be frustrating, is not nearly as bad, at least not 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/ole-martin-moen-the-unabomber-s-ethics


ch [h _nbc][ffs l_f_p[hn q[s. In [jj_[lm nb[n ih K[]tshmec’m pc_q, nqi 
equally hopeless situations can differ dramatically in how bad they are 
depending on whether the situation is caused by technology or caused 
by things in nature that count as non-technological. 

Tbcm _p[fo[ncp_ [msgg_nls ][h b_fj _rjf[ch m_p_l[f i` K[]tshmec’m 
priorities and areas of focus. It can explain why he is worried that our 
lives now depend on the operation of power plants that might fail, but 
not worried that pre-industrial lives depended on rain showers that 
might fail to come as expected; worried that people today are 
oppressed by bureaucracies, but not worried that people were 
previously oppressed by their tribes; worried that people now do 
tedious office work but not worried that work in pre-industrial 
societies could also be tedious. The picture that emerges is that in 
Ka]tshmec’m pc_q, nb_ b[lgm nb[n [l_ [p_ln_^ \s n_]bhifias q_l_ hin 
ethically relevant harms to begin, and that what we gain from 
technology today does not count as ethically relevant benefits. Given 
this picture, it makes sense why Kaczynski counts only the downsides 
of technology: There are few or no ethically relevant upsides to count. 

- 

  



Eco-Extremist Nature Worshipers 

The narrowing of approaches 

Interview with Individualists Tending toward the Wild 

Individualists tending towards the wild formed at the beginning of 
2011, and was motivated by the reasoning acquired during a slow 
process of getting to know, questioning, and the rejection of all that 
encompasses leftism and the civilized, and accordingly, employing all 
the above, we deemed it necessary to carry out the direct attack 
against the Technoindustrial System. We think that the struggle 
against this is not only a stance of wanting to abandon Civilization, 
l_al_mmcha ni N[nol_, il ch l_`oncha nb_ msmn_g’m p[fo_m, qcnbion [fmi, 
attacking it. 

Our immediate objectives are very clear: injure or kill scientists and 
researchers (by the means of whatever violent act) who ensure the 
Technoindustrial System continues its course. As we have declared on 
various occasions, our concrete objective is not the destruction of the 
Technoindustrial system, it is the attack with all the necessary 
resources, lashing out at this system which threatens to close off all 
paths to the reaching of our Individual Freedom, putting into practice 
our defensive instinct. 

Our position does not stop at putting into question that which many do 
not question (like the risk of the utilization and expansion of the 
T_]bhifiac][f ]igjf_r), \on qb[n’m gil_, q_ om_ pcif_h]_ ([m q_ [l_ 
human, we distinguish ourselves from our more distant, primitive, 
and wild ancestors) to attack that which intimidates the development 
of wild human Freedom and tends towards the artificiality of all that is 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/individualists-tending-toward-the-wild-interview-with-individualists-tending-toward-the-wild


potentially free. In short, we are the contrary part to the Technological 
System, we are the reaction before the action, resulting from 
coincidence; while some dedicate themselves to manipulate, destroy, 
and artificialize the natural, we respond to their aggression. 

- 

Why do we publish such objectionable things? [2] 

Abe outlines what the eco-extremist position is. 1) Pessimism towards 
human endeavors 2) Wild Nature is the primary agent in the eco-
extremist war 3) Listening to the call of the ancestors against the 
destruction of a way of life 4) individualism against mass society 5) 
indiscriminate attack as an echo of Wild Nature itself. 6) Nihilism as a 
refusal of the future 7) Paganism/animism as attempts to rescue 
ancestral dieties. 

John Jacobi's article is an attempt to contextualize eco-extremist 
thought for a North American audience. It does it by telling the story 
of a young man who starts corresponding with Ted Kaczynski and is 
put into context with people trying to live the ideas that he preaches 
("The Apostles"). In this excellent piece you learn about the 
factionalism of the indomitistas and how ITS fits in with this history of 
ideas. This is a history of 21st century eco-radicalism, of which eco-
extremism is but a portion. 

- 

 

 

https://littleblackcart.com/index.php?dispatch=pages.view&page_id=24


A Conversation between two eco-extremism supporters 

W_ b[p_ h_p_l ^_hc_^ nb[n nb_ _mm[s, ‚Ih^omnlc[f Si]c_ns [h^ Inm 
Fonol_‛ b[m \__h [h cgjiln[hn j[ln of our formation into what we are 
hiq. Fil nb[n l_[mih, ch nb_ j[mn q_ om_^ mo]b n_lgm [m ‚f_`ncmnm,‛ 
‚jiq_l jli]_mm,‛ ‚`__fcham i` ch`_lcilcns,‛ ‚fc\_lns [h^ [onihigs,‛ _n]. 
that in the present we have omitted or changed for other words so that 
we distingocmb iolm_fp_m `lig nb_ ‚ch^igcncmn[m‛ i` K[]tshmec. < 

[D]eeply religious people (either pagan or Christian or whatever) have 
good reasons for being against industrial society. Many see value in 
l_fcacih [h^ ^cm^[ch nb_ m_]of[lcmnm’ ]ihmn[hn [nn_gjnm ni _ladicate it, 
which is necessary in industrial society (as historical trends suggest). 
Furthermore, although there are secular reasons for opposing 
industrial technologies as well, religious opposition is often much 
more powerful because of its irrational and emotional appeal. For 
instance, religious opposition to biotechnology is a lot more difficult to 
]iohn_l nb[h m_]of[l ijjimcncih ni \cin_]bhifias. < 

The individualists who identify with eco-extremism can either worship 
nature apart from the sense of the great religions or not. When I talk 
[\ion j[a[hcmg I’g n[fecha mnlc]nfs [\ion gs j_lmih[f \_fc_`m. I’g hin 
mn[ncha nb[n cn’m [ g[h^[nils \_fc_` [giha [ff _]i-extremists. I would 
domn fce_ ni g[e_ nb[n ]f_[l. < 

Sol_, I’g [ ]cpcfct_^ j_lmih fcpcha ch nb_ gi^ern, technological, and 
ch^omnlc[f qilf^. In’m b[l^ `il g_ ni m_j[l[n_ gsm_f` `lig nb_ 
teachings that the schools indoctrinated me with when I was young. 
In’m b[l^ `il g_ ni l_d_]n nb_ c^_[ nb[n l[ch (`il _r[gjf_) ]ig_m `lig [ 
process within the hydrological cycle. Or that a river is just water, or 
that fire is a mere grouping of incandescent molecules. Or that the 



explosives that ITS utilizes are the product of an exothermic reaction. 
Fil \_`il_ I \_fc_p_^ ch nb_ ‚Sjclcnm i` nb_ E[lnb‛ (`il f[]e i` [ \_nn_r 
term) I was also an atheistic materialist who based my beliefs more in 
the scientific method than animism. But that all changed when I had a 
very personal experience with a fox, a deer, and a pair of vultures in 
the semi-desert hills of northern Mexico. < 

Si ni l_cn_l[n_, I [g [ ]cpcfct_^ bog[h \_cha, \on I’g ip_l nb[n. I jl_`_l 
to recover my past as a Teochichimeca and to fight for it with tooth 
and claw. And even though I am well aware that I am not capable of a 
]igjf_n_ l_nolh ni nb[n qilf^pc_q, cn’m cn this manner that my 
opposition to the techno-industrial system and modern civilization are 
`imn_l_^. < 

I think that here it would be better to strike a balance and not 
disregard one side or the other totally, as I have written previously. I 
am a modern hog[h \_cha [h^ I ][h’n nbche fce_ gs [h]_mnilm. I ][h’n 
\_fc_p_ [hsgil_ nb[n q[n_l `[ffm `lig nb_ mes [m [ ‚ac`n `lig nb_ ai^m‛. 
I know that the water falls from the sky as a result of the hydrological 
process, even if I would prefer not to know that and remain with the 
beliefs of my ancestors. Unfortunately I cannot do that. 

 - 

The expanded limits of violence 

A Conversation between two eco-extremism supporters 

Though some may be more culpable than others, ITS and eco-
extremist groups assert that all who conform to this society and who 
contribute to it in one way or another (us included) are guilty for what 



it does, and no one then is INNOCENT. If you contribute to this society 
or conform to it, you are not innocent. 

Oh O]ni\_l 26nb, 2015, nb_ ‚Ih^cm]lcgch[n_ Glioj‛ (GI) [\[h^ih_^ [h 
explosive in the station of the Metro Chilpancingo in Mexico City at 
rush hour. In their communiqué the eco-extremist group indicated 
that their target was the transportation system and all that it 
represented (environmental destruction, the urban commute of the 
masses, progress, etc.) The bomb was located by the police who 
removed it from the station and deactivated it, thus frustrating the 
attack. This is another example of indiscriminate attack, which caused 
disgust among many people, including those who claim to be against 
the values of the system. But GI acted without reservation, justifying 
the attack that sought to strike out against the public mass transit 
msmn_g qcnbion ]ihmc^_l[ncih i` c` nb_s ecff_^ il qioh^_^ ‚chhi]_hnm‛. 
Everyone there were members of a society complicit with the 
destruction of Wild Nature, including human nature. 

ITS and other eco-extremist groups attack not only because of the 
spirit of the Teochichimecas. The reasons behind their attacks are 
many, ranging from what we have indicated here, to those that seek to 
defend Wild Nature in an egoist manner, mere revenge, or seeking to 
destabilize certain institutions in the present. 

ITS and other cells utilize Teochichimeca tactics, but also urban 
guerilla strategies, experimentation with armed struggle, practice of 
criminal activities such as armed robbery, psychological terrorism, 
etc. in order to reach their ends. One of the primary of these is the 
extreme defense of wild nature through terrorism against scientists, 
humanists, engineers, clergy, miners, businessmen, etc. 



- 

Various Critiques 

A Conversation between two eco-extremism supporters 

< I ^i hin oh^_lmn[h^ biq sio ][h ‚l_d_]n‛ jbsmc]m il inb_l mo]b 
things. Clearly these things are at least mostly accurate, or else they 
qiof^h’n qile [m q_ff [m nb_s ^i. Ah^ I momj_]n nb[n c` sio nlofs 
‚l_d_]n‛ nb_g, g_[hcha sio ^i hin []]_jn nb_g [m nlo_ [n [ff, sio g[s 
nolh ion ni \_ fce_ nb_ ch^ca_hiom j_ijf_ qbi \_fc_p_^ ch ‚Gbimn 
Sbclnm.‛ Cihmc^_l [h _r]_ljn `lig [ letter I responded to when I was 
editor of The Wildernist: 

I’m always reminded of the story of the Ghost Dance, which was a religious 
movement that some Native Indians adopted in the late 1800s. It stemmed 
from a prophecy by the messianic spiritual leader Wovoka, who preached 
that if the “Ghost Dance” was done just right, the spirits of the dead would 
fight on behalf of the Natives and make the colonists leave. Part of this was a 
belief that the dancers had “ghost shirts” that would protect them from 
bullets. I’ve heard a radical environmentalist actually say— actually say—
that this was an example of their spiritual superiority, their “oneness with 
the Earth.” Apparently she hadn’t heard the end of the story, because in 
1890 soldiers opened fire on Natives at Wounded Knee, and the ghost shirts 
did not, in fact, protect the two hundred plus individuals who died that day. 
The only “oneness with the Earth” they ended up experiencing was the 
oneness of their corpses with ashes and dust. 

The moral of the story isn’t, “Ha! Look at those ignorant Natives.” To the 
contrary, Wovoka-ish mysticism has played out plenty enough times 
throughout history for us to know that humans just seem to be prone to 



these sorts of things. The moral of the story is, however, that radical 
environmentalist talk of “the inarticulable,” “oneness with Nature” and 
other such gobbley-gook is very likely or at least prone to becoming yet 
another example. So far I’ve seen no other tools able to combat this better 
than science and reason. 

I have nothing more substantial to say about this topic. Your beliefs 
are fine, provided you accept the exceptions I gave in my previous 
letter. I only bring this up because I want to see eco-radicals 
_p_lsqb_l_ l_qcf^ ch nb_ gimn _``_]ncp_ q[s jimmc\f_. I ^ih’n ]are if 
nbcm g_[hm ‚l_pifoncih‛ il qb[n_p_l, mi fiha [m nb_s []no[ffs ][l_ 
enough for wild nature to be effective in defending it. This is only a 
logical outgrowth of valuing wildness anyway. 

You say that if a shaman told you to do something obviously wrong, 
sio jli\[\fs qiof^h’n `iffiq cn. Bon ^i_mh’n nbcm moaa_mn nb[n sio [l_ 
actually a materialist and that you regard materialism as a better way 
of resisting the attempts of others who use delusions to hold power 
over you? I am a spiritual person myself. As a materialist I regard the 
Cosmos with awe and through reason and unreason alike commune 
with it, studying the process of creation through evolutionary theory, 
hiking through stone skeletons of the earth, washing in the river blood 
of the earth, etc. But ultimately I do not posit the existence of anything 
other than what is material–that is beautiful enough!–and I do not 
regard shamans or any sort of master as an infallible source of 
knowledge. Instead I think empirical investigation, logic, and other 
scientific ways of knowing the world have shown themselves to be 
superior ways of knowing the world, whether they are present in 
primitive cultures or industrial ones. And they are present in primitive 
]ofnol_m. S__ J[l_^ Dc[gih^’m ‚Ziifiac][f ]f[mmc`c][ncih mystem of a 



jlcgcncp_ j_ijf_‚, ch qbc]b Dc[gih^ mbiqm [ ‚h_[lfs ih_-to-one 
correspondence between Fore [taxonomy] and species as recognized 
\s Eolij_[h n[rihigcmnm.‛ 

S__ [fmi Liocm Lc_\_h\_la’m ‚Tb_ Aln i` Tl[]echa: Tb_ Olcach i` 
S]c_h]_‚, ch qbc]b Lc_\_h\_rg illustrates how scientific reasoning can 
be traced to the methods hunter/gatherers used to track and hunt 
animals. 

This is, at least, my own belief. You need not reply if you do not want 
to. I simply wanted to make clear that by accepting scientific 
materialism I do not disregard spirituality or irrationality. These 
things are important to me because I love the WHOLE human, not just 
some parts. But I would much rather receive spiritual fulfillment from 
what I regard as true beliefs, cruel or not, traditional or not. Again, I 
qlcn_ [\ion nb_m_ nbcham ch ‚Tb_ Fioh^[ncihm i` Wcf^cmn Enbc]m,‛ 
section III.B. 

I end with a quote from Edward Abbey: 

Belief? What do I believe in? I believe in sun. In rock. In the dogma of the 
sun and the doctrine of the rock. I believe in blood, fire, woman, rivers, 
eagles, storm, drums, flutes, banjos, and broom-tailed horses … 

R_a[l^cha nb_ jichn ih ‚ch^cm]lcgch[n_ [nn[]e,‛ I l_g[ch mifc^fs 
]ihpch]_^ nb[n ‚ch^cm]lcgch[n_‛ cm hin [ jlij_l n_lg [h^ ^i_m hin 
properly communicate what you are trying to say. The problem is that 
gimn ch^cpc^o[fm oh^_lmn[h^ ‚ch^cm]lcgch[n_ [nn[]e‛ ni g_[h ‚l[h^ig 
[nn[]e,‛ < nb_h nb_s qcff hin nbche nb[n sio []no[ffs ][l_ [\ion qcf^ 
nature, nor do you care about rewilding in the most effective way 
possible. Ihmn_[^, nb_s qcff nbche nb[n j_ijf_ qbi [^pi][n_ ‚l[h^ig 



[nn[]e‛ g_l_fs q[hn ni ecff, il b[p_ mig_nbcha qliha qcnb nb_g < 
This problem is exacerbated by the language in communiques by ITS, 
which sometimes speak as though everyone is a target, when at the 
p_ls f_[mn I nbche nb_s l_mnlc]n nb_cl [nn[]em ni nb_ ]cpcfct_^. < < mol_fs 
sio qiof^ hin [nn[]e jlcgcncp_ j_ijf_m < ‚domn \_][om_,‛ 

You write, for instance, that intelligent readers will understand the 
meaning of the phrase, but intelligent readers may not be the only 
ones inspired to act. This is especially true when the language of the 
communiques is so messy, reckless, and open to misinterpretation. 

< I ^i hin nbche ch^cm]lcgch[n_ [nn[]e cm [ p_ls aii^ c^_[. I` siol 
enemy is much stronger than you, then it makes sense to prod him 
with a stick to wear him out, but if you prod too hard too quickly then 
the enemy will stamp you out completely. 

-  

Before The Beginning Were The Waters [2] 

The eco-extremist movement, whose liberation theology and anti-
anarchist anti-politics has upset and displeased many in eco-radical 
and anarchist milieus, revere and worship Wild Nature, and seek to 
emulate storms and hurricanes and wildfires through their 
methodology of indiscriminate attack. And while there is much to find 
ugly in and criticise the eco-extremist movement for – especially the 
infamous group ITS – there is a certain poetic beauty in this desire to 
embrace their being extensions of wild-Being, through emulating Wild 
Nature – though they often appear (certainly to my mind) to miss that 
destruction is creation, and that what is wild is alive. 

- 

https://godsandradicals.org/2017/10/14/before-the-beginning-were-the-waters/


Guerrilla Ontology: On Destruction, Violence and Direct Action [2] 

Destruction as a phenomenon is the event of a singularity whereby, 
due to certain physical intensities, a new situation, space, location, 
Thing (etc.) is created. In this way, creation and destruction are in no 
way a dichotomy, but rather the monist force of the flow of motion, 
energy, transience in an entirely physical sense. 

A bollc][h_ [h^ [ qcf^`cl_ [l_ ^_mnlo]ncp_, \on nb_s [l_h’n pcif_hn. In 
their destruction they create new situations, spaces, locations; Things, 
from the intensity of their energetic releases. A meteor that kills most 
of the life on planet Earth, including the dinosaurs (arguably this 
jf[h_n’m gimn mo]]_mm`of i]]oj[hnm c` q_ assume a paleontological 
realist epistemology), is not violent and does not enact violence upon 
those it has killed. The Chicxulub meteor was destructive, and its 
destruction lead to the creation of a situation that resulted in 
mammals becoming more prevalent (as a generalized category of 
species-Being) as the dinosaurs died out. 

Destruction and creation are the monist flow of Life, where life and 
death are one and the same thing. They are the same thing in each 
present, temporarily bound by the physical dimensions of embodied 
Being – wild-Being as I choose to term it. As such, 
destruction(/creation) is an aspect of what is wild (or natural, if you 
prefer). 

- 

On eco-extremism and anarchy 

One small group, tied to a certain imaginary of "symbolic" peoples and 
to music / alternative and university backgrounds (reject faculties that 

https://godsandradicals.org/2017/12/19/guerrilla-ontology-on-destruction-violence-and-direct-action/
https://anarhija-info.translate.goog/library/wp-736-import?__language=en&_x_tr_sl=auto&_x_tr_tl=en&_x_tr_hl=en-US&_x_tr_pto=wapp


still attend ... and study what they hate so much), hates human 
animals and therefore sees the enemy everywhere. 

In this "wild fog", caused by their own complacency and messianism, 
they classify among their enemies and the last worker, the victim of 
this shitty manufacturing system. They talk about killing workers, 
farmers or any other person whom, let's be honest, the discussion of 
our relatives over the years did not consider valuable interlocutors. 
Although we are accomplices, the enemy is someone else, and to any 
anachist, libertarian, punk or nihilist this is quite clear. But eco-
extremists are not, in an attempt to be avant-garde, and even in trend. 

That is why we call on individuals and coordinated affinities who are 
fighting today to continue to fight for the liberation of all living beings 
and the country, without losing sight of the political aspect of our 
actions, and real enemies and targets. 

Seven years after the death of Mauricio Morales, we commend the 
Manada de Choque Anarquico Nihilista for its sober and insurgent 
activities during the protests on May 1 and April 21, when they once 
again demonstrated the success of affinity coordination. To be clear 
and refute the page "Maldicion Ecoextremista" which tried to present 
these acts as an act of irresponsible urban guerrillas, in order to 
appropriate libertarian action! 

We applaud the fighters from the Paulino Scarfó Revolutionary Cell 
(FAI-FRI), who wrote in their statement of responsibility for the attack 
ih nb_ S[hn[h^_l B[he ch L[ Ccmn_lh[: ‚ The attack has its own ethics and 
is not indiscriminate; we have embraced the fire attack and we no longer 
support ideas that are trying to spread ‛. 



- 

Of Indiscriminate Attacks & Wild Reactions; An Anti-civ Anarchist 
Engages with ITS and Atassa, Their Defenders and Their False 
Critics by Edelweiss Pirates 

When Cabrera arrives at discussing the fate of the women at Fort 
Mims, his laudatory tone and narrative is utterly unbroken. With an 
ch]cjc_hn ac^^ch_mm ]ihmih[hn qcnb _p_lsnbcha b_’m qlcnn_h oj ni hiq, 
he quotes at length about the gratuitous mass rape that took place at 
Fort Mims. Not a word of contextualization of the horrors of civilized 
war, or of war at all, is proffered. After this-- his crown-jewel block 
quotation—b_ \_achm nb_ h_rn j[l[al[jb, ‚F[l `lig \_cha []nm i` 
gratuitous or extraordinary violence, what occurred at Fort Mims was 
well within the cultural and spiritual logic of traditional Creek 
]ofnol_.‛*28+ Ti jlove his point, he quotes another white historian at 
length. 

Here is the ideological underpinning being offered by their US 
boosters for the femicidal actions claimed by ITS. Here is the 
‚ch^cm]lcgch[n_ [nn[]e‛ \_cha l_`ch_^, ch jlchn [m ch nbioabn. H_l_ cm 
Rape-as-Re-Wilding. 

- 

Dark Nights #45 - April 2016 

12 March, Santiago, Chile: Noise bomb against the highway 
management company Vespucio Sur by FAI-IRF. Here is an extract 
from the claim: 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/edelweiss-pirates-of-indiscriminate-attacks-wild-reactions
https://web.archive.org/web/20170428035408/http:/325.nostate.net/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/dark-nights-45.pdf


‚W_ ^i hin ]ihmc^_l nb_ mnloaaf_ [a[chmn ]cpcfct[ncih ni \_ ^cmnch]n il 
external to the struggle against all forms of authority. We identified 
the highway management companies as being important arteries that 
gives life to the network of domination, facilitating the advancement 
of civilization and enriching themselves via the imposition of an 
urbanism that is servile to the interests of power. Both the present and 
past history show us that the germ that leads to authority has also 
developed in communities that existed prior to civilization and has 
also manifested itself in groups that have remained outside or against 
civilization. That is why our struggle is essentially ANTI-
AUTHORITARIAN. This is why we feel it is important to distance 
ourselves from the self-jli]f[cg_^ ‘_]i-_rnl_gcmn n_h^_h]s’ nb[n b[m 
defended the indiscriminate attack that is contrary to the idea of being 
‘[a[chmn [ff [onbilcns’ [h^ ^_hioh]_m chn_lh[ncih[f mifc^[lcns qcnb 
imprisoned companeros who are related in word and deed to 
chmoll_]ncih[ls [h[l]bs. So]b c^_[m [l_ h_cnb_l [h ‘_pifoncih’ il ‘gil_ 
l[^c][f’ \on [l_ ch `[]n kocn_ nb_ ijjimcn_. W_ b[p_ hi chn_l_mn ch 
engaging in virtual polemics with them, we prefer dialogue with our 
]igj[h_lim pc[ []ncih.‛  

- 

More non-news about the ‚Eco-Extremist Mafia‛ 

Within 12 hours of the doxxing of Vasquez being released, the so-
][ff_^ ITS ‚M[`c[‛, qbi pclno[ffs fcp_ ih nb_ chn_lh_n hiq, q_l_ mi 
upset they had to describe the age and dryness of my Vagina! And take 
l_mjihmc\cfcns `il nb_ ‚g[mm[]l_‛ \_[ncha i` [h [h[l]bi-punk after a 
Zapatista rally last December! What is there left to say either to or 
about these misogynist, misanthropic, psychopathic high priests of 
the ITS death-]ofn? < 

https://anarhija.info/library/l-more-non-news-about-the-eco-extremist-mafia-en


‚ALL j[lnc]cj[hnm [h^ `lc_h^fc_m [lioh^ nb_ [n[mm[ jlid_]n b[p_ 
reached out to me hoping I can, for lack of a better term, alleviate any 
animosity over the Atassa project. 

Abe went off the deep end. What started as theoretical exploration of 
violence with no one except abe actually declaring and supporting ITS 

Ni\i^s q[hnm \__`, I’g domn [ gc^^f_ g[h l_f[scha nbcm. 

You can email back, call @ +150********, or completely ignore. 

Fo]e qcnb [\_ [ff sio q[hn, b_ ^_m_lp_m cn, \on _p_lsih_ _fm_ ^i_mhn.‛ 

Tb_l_ cn cm; nb_l_ cm ‚ALL nb_ j[lnc]cj[hnm [h^ `lc_h^fc_m [lioh^ nb_ 
An[mm[ jlid_]n‛, qbc]b q_ [mmog_ ch]fo^_m LBC/Al[ailh nin[ffs 
throwing Vasquez under the bus just to save themselves any bother. 
They must seriously underestimate us to write such ridiculous shit – 
Ab, domn [ ‚nb_il_nc][f _rjfil[ncih i` pcif_h]_‛. Wb[n [ `o]echa 
collection of cretins. So much for the claims of the Pope of ITS Mexico 
[\ion nb_cl ‚nb_ilcmnm‛, nb_m_ j_ijf_ ]iof^h’n nb_ilcm_ nb_gm_fp_m ion 
of a paper bag. 

‚E]i-Ernl_gcmg‛ cm [h ijjilnohcmnc] nl_h^ i` j[l[mcncmg, ihfch_ `[e_m 
[h^ m[]l_^ \_fc_`m, l_]s]fcha ih `[]_\iie, nqcnn_l [h^ nb_ ‚[fn_lpcmn[‛ 
il ‚qil^jl_mm‛. Afnbioab nb_s qiof^ fce_ sio ni think that their 
groups are spreading, instead they are dwindling, with a few people 
traveling between countries (or staying put in Mexico!) and believing 
in their sacred misanthropic mission. A mission which is expressed as 
hatred of women, hatred of anar]bs, [h^ ‘bog[hcns’. 

- 



Human Exterminationists 

The narrowing of approaches 

Misanthropic Pessimism (An aristocratic individualist essay from 
1918 used in an eco-extremist journal) 

The pessimism we want to study now is that which we have called 
gcm[hnblijc] j_mmcgcmg. Tbcm j_mmcgcmg ^i_mh’n jli]__^ `lig [h 
exasperated and suffering sensibility, but from a lucid intelligence 
exercising its critical clear-sightedness on the evil side of our species. 
Misanthropic pessimism appears in its grand lines as a theory of 
universal fraud and universal imbecility; of universal banality and 
universal turpitude. As the pitiless painting of a world peopled with 
cretins and swindlers, of ninnies and fools. 

The character of this pessimism appears as a universal coldness, a 
willed impassibility, an absence of sentimentalism that distinguishes it 
from romantic pessimism, ever inclined to despair or revolt. The mute 
despair of Vigny is more pathetic than a cry of pain. In Stirner we find 
frantic accents of revolt, while in Schopenhauer we find a tragic 
m_hncg_hn i` nb_ qilf^’m j[ch [h^ [ ^_mj[clcha [jj_[f ni nb_ pic^. Am 
`il nb_ gcm[hnblijc] j_mmcgcmn, b_ g[e_m hi ]igjf[chnm. H_ ^i_mh’t 
n[e_ nb_ bog[h ]ih^cncih [m nl[ac], b_ ^i_mh’n lcm_ oj [a[chmn ^_mnchs. 
He observes his contemporaries with curiosity, pitilessly analyzes 
their sentiments and thoughts and is amused by their presumption, 
their vanity, their hypocrisy, or their unconscious villainy, by their 
intellectual and moral weakness. It is no longer human pain, it is no 
longer the sickness of living that forms the theme of this pessimism, 
but rather human villainy and stupidity. One of the preferred 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/georges-palante-misanthropic-pessimism


leitmotivs of this pessimism could be this well- ehiqh p_lm_: ‚Tb_ 
gimn `iifcmb [hcg[f cm g[h.‛ 

- 

Against the World-Builders: Eco-extremists respond to critics 

< Tb_cl bij_f_mmh_mm [h^ j_mmcgcmg niq[l^ [ff i` bsj_l-civilized 
humanity (i.e. the only humanity left for all intents and purposes) has 
h_p_l \__h ch ^io\n. Tb_ bsjinb_nc][f jimcncha i` [ ‚mg[ff alioj i` 
people who are willing to embrace the qcf^,‛ ^i_m hin \lcha mo]b [ 
group into being, and neither does the existence of the peoples of such 
places like the Amazon or the Andaman Islands whose entire 
_rcmn_h]_ cm ^o_ ni nb_ ‚]ihm_lp[ncihcmn‛ cgjofm_ ni ‚f_[p_ nb_g 
[fih_‛. Tb_ _r]_jncih jlip_m nbe rule, and if techno-industrial 
civilization and the rule of law collapsed tomorrow, such isolated 
peoples would no longer be protected. 

The real issue with Jacobi has always been his intransigent belief in 
the human as a closed system, no matter how much l_]iolm_ ni ‚nb_ 
qcf^‛ b_ b[m [n ncg_m. H_ ][h’n \on mjion mo]b Ehfcabn_hg_hn ^iag[ [m 
‚nb_ miol]_ i` bog[h p[fo_m cm bog[h \_cham nb_gm_fp_m,‛ [m c` [ff 
‚bog[hm‛ b[p_ \__h _ko[f nblioabion bcmnils, [m c` ni jl_^c][n_ 
‚bog[h‛ ch \inb nb_ ]cpcfct_^ [h^ oh]ivilized resolves the issue at the 
level of first principles. As if the object of human cognition continues 
to be the continuation of the actually existing human genome, even if 
only within the circle of those who have an adequate affinity with the 
‚Wcf^ Wcff.‛ Bon _p_h c` _]i-_rnl_gcmnm jimcn [ ‚bog[h h[nol_‛ nb[n cm 
corrupted by industrial society, they neither posit a clear idea of its 
_mm_h]_, hil [ q[s ni ‚`cr‛ nb[n h[nol_ \s ]l_[ncha [h ‚ionmc^_‛ i` 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/los-hijos-del-mencho-against-the-world-builders-eco-extremists-respond-to-critics


]cpcfct[ncih. So]b [h ‚ionmc^_‛ ^i_m hin _rcmn, [h^ there is no feral 
future, nor is one possible. 

Si ni J[]i\c’m ko_mncih, qb_nb_l _]i-extremists carry out their action 
because of their hatred of humanity or their love of the wild, they 
qiof^ l_jfs nb[n nbcm cm hin [h ‚_cnb_l/il‛ ^cf_gg[. Oh_ ][h, [h^ 
probably should, have both points as motivation. There is no natural 
‚ionmc^_‛ nb[n nb_ bsj_l-civilized can take refuge in, as we are all 
products of civilization itself. But as techno-industrial civilization is 
neither a well-defined nor stable phenomenon, the ultimate object of 
hatred is the idea of human power and control as their own end, 
which can only be countered by attacking the human as both product 
and agent of that control. In this sense, extinction is like a wish more 
than a practical program: it is like the anarchists who wish for a 
‚mi]c_ns qcnbion ^igch[ncih,‛ nbioab nb_s ehiq nb[n nbcm cm jli\[\fs 
not attainable. There will probably be homo sapiens well into the 
distant future, but one can act as if they should simply not exist. 

- 

The expanded limits of violence 

Black Seed: Issue 5 

Binb Fl[tc_l [h^ L[ht[’m g_mm[a_m q_l_ ]f_[l ni nbim_ qbi 
understand, but mystified everyone else: humans have, to their 
detriment, completely removed themselves from nature and through 
nb_ q[sm i` ]cpcfct[nc0ih q_ b[p_ [ff \__h cgjlcmih_^. Fl[tc_l’m `ols 
came from a transcendent moment where he saw the obscenity of 
materialism that we are bound to while Lanza saw how we are shaped 
from birth to accept this fate and enjoy being caged. Like warriors 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/various-authors-black-seed-issue-5


before them they refused to see humans as more valuable than other 
life on earth and had no moral qualms about extinguishing lives no 
matter how young and innocent. In fact, they may be seen as having 
[]n_^ `lig [ jf[]_ i` ech^h_mm, [m moaa_mn_^ \s A^[g L[ht[’m p_ls 
personal killing of his mother before he left for the school. In his mind 
b_ q[mh’n ^_l[ha_^; b_ b[^ \__h j[]cha bcm ][a_ bcm qbif_ fc`_, ohncf 
he could pace no more. Then he pounced. We are all capable of 
nurturing and compassion, but we are also capable of the most 
horrific brutality, given the right conditions. These instances of 
]lo_fns, qb_nb_l `lig fiha [ai il ch iol fc`_ncg_, mbiof^h’n \_ mq_jn 
under the rug. They are not horrible abominations that we must do 
everything to forget. They are human responses, maybe one of the last 
meaningful human actions we can observe, which is perhaps what 
n_llc`c_m j_ijf_ mi go]b. Am Fo]bm i\m_lp_m, ‚D__j ^iqh ch _p_ls ih_ 
of us there is a ruthless primal killer inside. Perhaps this is the 
fundamental truth from which all censors, moralists and inveterate 
ijncgcmnm `f__ ch j[hc].‛ L_n om hin `f__ ch j[hc] `lig iol iqh 
impulses, but learn from them and come face to face with society, its 
warts and all. 

- 

Various Critiques 

The New Wave of Eco-Extremism and Nihilist Militancy // Popular 
Front Podcast 

There are people who tend to be kind of true believers in the whole 
thing and say this situation really is utterly hopeless and that the 
whole human race is irredeemable and a lot of people do hold these 
views without going to the actionable extremes that ITS does, so it's 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jnf56DOAiA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3jnf56DOAiA


not completely surprising, extinctionism has been a part of 
ehpclihg_hn[fcmg `il [ p_ls fiha ncg_ < nb_s \[mc][ffs b[n_ 
everything around, they just want to destroy everything, it's not 
destroy society to save nature, it's just nuclear attack bomb everything. 
I'd say that the most dominant part of its definitely is that now, it's 
always been kind of fragmented and there's some communications 
from certain groups that claim the name and also explicitly say we 
don't want to see the destruction of the human race, we just want to 
see a destruction of the technological system, but they're few and far 
between at this point, I think mostly the ITS brand has associated itself 
largely with this sort of nihilism and extinctionism, but the groups 
differ. They care more about whether or not everybody agrees on 
being able to commit terrorist acts against technological society and 
on the human race than whether or not people believe the same thing.  

- 

Eco-Extremism or Extinctionism by John Jacobi 

< _]i-extremism has recently made yet another ideological turn, and 
with the turn I have to dispose of my former tolerance, at least toward 
large factions of the eco-_rnl_gcmn ‚n_h^_h]s.‛ Tb_s b[p_ \_]ig_ 
extinctionists. They argue that they care for the wild, that humankind 
will invariably harm wild nature, and that humankind must therefore 
go extinct. This is a ridiculous philosophy, and while what follows will 
explain the reasons why, I am not at all thrilled I have had to write 
them out. Ohfs [ mo\m_n i` _rnch]ncihcmg’m jbcfimijbc][f `ilgof[ncihm, 
usually pessimistic and nihilistic, are philosophically interesting (see 
Better to Have Never Been by David Benatar); but the ecological 
formulation—that humans should go extinct for the sake of wild 
nature—is never good philosophy. And explaining why entails a lot of 

https://theanarchistlibrary.org/library/various-authors-black-seed-issue-5#toc21


nitpicky philosophical talk that readers are probably not going to very 
much enjoy. Nevertheless, because it is a recurring problem even in 
the mainstream ecological movements, it is necessary, it seems, to 
disally myself with it. 

- 

  



Satanist Death Cultists 

The narrowing of approaches 

Atassa #2 

The purpose of this work is to synthesize eco-extremism and nihilist 
individualism, to give a spiritual justification to a sentiment that 
refuses all spirit. It is a reflection on the scope and depth of human 
failure, and an approach to the Inhuman. We leave behind the 
Wisdom of the City, and Ideologies such as progressivism and 
anarchism that are merely a blink of the eye in the unfolding of 
theUnknowable. Here we seek to honor and praise the Murderer 
notmerely as a passing political or psychological archetype, but as 
themetaphysical principle driving the hyper-civilized to extinction.We 
seek evil not as something that can shock, but as somethingthat moves 
about in the shadows and cracks of human existence. We divide this 
treatise into three parts: 

1. On Earth as it is in Hell: A theological reflection on the essence 
of demons. 

2. The Satanic Sacrament: Individualist poisoning and human 
sacri-fice in 17nb ]_hnols Fl[h]_ ch nb_ ‚A``[cl i` nb_ Picmihm.‛ 

3. Bomb, Bullet, and Blade: Eco-extremism as a meager yet 
rigorous attempt to embody the struggle of Chaos and the 
Murderer against the Christian God and its secular 
manifestations. 

This text is not a political treatise. There is nothing here about 
liberation, self-realization, or human striving. We hate the human and 
everything it entails. We rejoice at the spilling of human blood upon 



the Altar of the Earth: its aroma ascends like incense before the 
Throne of the Unknowable. Yet we know that even these ef-forts are a 
feeble visible sign of the Invisible Grace of the Hidden. 

We realize that the Murderer has been working since the beginning in 
many forms and manifestations, and He will not stop until the Human 
is no more. 

- 

A screenshot of a post from Atassa’s now banned Facebook page 

All anti-civ thought and fascism have the same founding premise and 
modus operandi. These are that a large chunk of the human 
population holds down a selected group that could potentially function 
successfully if these other groups were not around. The solution is 
thus to cull the land of those people, either the scapegoat of all societal 
ills (fascism) or the vast majority of people who could not function 
without the support of techno-industrial society (anarcho-primitivism 
/ anti-civ green anarchy). Both ideologies can be reluctant or coy about 
the mehtodology they use or its results ("an ethno-state does not lead 
directly to genocide", "the destruction of the power grid is not 
intended to directly kill billions of people"). However, the ethical 
decision of both is the same: do what needs to be done to allow those 
who can be free to be free, and damn the consequences. Eco-
extremism does not shy away from this. 

- 

 

https://slackbastard.anarchobase.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/atassa-fascism.jpg


Various Critiques 

More non-news about the ‚Eco-Extremist Mafia‛ 

What we did find out, was that a few months ago Vasquez promoted on 
bcm mogg_l l_[^cha fcmn ih An[mm[ F[]_\iie, nb_ \iie ‚Ilih G[n_m,‛ 
which is a fascist written and published book that is set in a 
concentration camp. Part rape fantasy, part pro-N[tc jlij[a[h^[. In’m 
[fmi ih_ i` nb_ ‘ai-ni’ n_rnm jligin_^ \s Anigq[``_h Dcpcmih ch nb_ 
USA, which is like the American version of National Action (Neo-Nazi 
group in UK). A lot of comrades have pointed to a potential cross over 
between the Eco-Extremist material and Satanic/Neo-Nazi crap like 
Atomwaffen who has killed about half a dozen people in the US. 

Y_[b, mi go]b `il [ff nb_m_ ‚nb_ilcmnm‛ [h^ ITS ‚]_ffm‛ nb[n fce_ ni 
jbcfimijbcm_ [\ion qb[n cm [h^ qb[n cm hin ‚`[m]cmg‛, [h^ biq ^[l_ 
nb_ ‘[h[l]bi-]ijm’ ][ff nb_g `[m]cmnm. 

We specifically warn against this EE tendency because of the potential 
for cross-overs with the nationalist-autonomous & nationalist-
anarchist, neo-h[tc [h^ ch^ca_hiom j[a[h ‚qbcn_ nlc\_‛ _]i-fascists 
who target the dredge of the anarchist scene with their irrationalist, 
green authoritarian and runic occult bullshit. 

In the last text-threat from ITS Brazil, where they blame the Hambach 
Forest defenders for the death of the comrade who fell from the trees, 
we find the jealousy, the resentment, the bitterness of those who 
understand nothing about what it is that we are fighting for. In all the 
texts from ITS these past years we find a gross lack of understanding 
of what the anarchist ideas are and what anarchist methods are. 

https://anarhija.info/library/l-more-non-news-about-the-eco-extremist-mafia-en


Instead we just find a perverse and fanatic pathology and a weakness, 
leading to their ongoing blatant failures and authoritarian outcomes. 

- 

O9A Rising: The Spread of Britain’s Occultist Militant Group by 
Popular Front 

Their system of belief is that there's different ages, different ions 
which have existed throughout history, different historical ages and 
that we're living in a particular age now and the nazi era was almost 
like an attempt to drag civilization towards the kind of civilization that 
they want to move towards because they want to move to a new 
civilization, a new type of person, and they would say that western 
civilization is decaying, has been made soft by its judeo-christian 
heritage and they're ultimately extremely anti-christianity, anti-
judaism, they're setting themselves against that very, very strongly, 
just as a lot of very aggressive satanic or occult groups do, that's the 
thing they're opposing. And hitler and that era it's seen as an attempt 
to combat that and it's almost like a satanic entry into the world and so 
cn’m fcihct_^. 

Why I know a bit about it because when I've been covering uh 
terrorism cases in the UK involving people on the extreme right wing, 
involving neo-nazis, order of nine angles is increasingly coming up as 
a reference and an influence on these people to the extent that within 
the last just over a year, we've had four teenagers in the uk jailed for 
terrorism offences where order of nine angles has come up a lot in the 
background to those cases. 

https://soundcloud.com/popularfrontcast/71-o9a-rising-the-spread-of-britains-occultist-militant-group
https://soundcloud.com/popularfrontcast/71-o9a-rising-the-spread-of-britains-occultist-militant-group


In one case which was a then sixteen-year-old from Durham who was 
convicted of several offenses including preparing a terrorist attack, it 
was essentially prosecuted that he was a neo-nazi, he was inspired by 
groups like atom warfare division, but also that he basically became 
an occult neo-nazi.  

The way it was put in court was that he was heavily influenced by the 
order of nine angles and he was buying their books, writing about 
them in his journal and this was something that had completely taken 
hold of him and it's in other cases as well. 

- 

  



Minimalist Anarchism 

A broad approach with specialized interests 

Perspectives on our age: Jacques Ellul speaks on his life and work 

If we see technique as nothing but objects that can be useful (and we 
need to check whether they are indeed useful); and if we stop 
believing in technique for its own sake or that of society; and if we 
stop fearing technique, and treat it as one thing among many others, 
then we destroy the basis for the power technique has over humanity. 
< 

In 1944, at the Liberation, I was part of the Movement of National 
Liberation, I even held certain positions in it, and had begun to believe 
the dream we had been dreaming during the last few years of the 
Resistance, often expressed by the saying that we were going to move 
from Resistance to Revolution. But when we said that-and I would like 
to point out that Camus first used it in 1943 in combat groups-we did 
not mean a Communist, Stalinist, Soviet revolution. We meant a 
fundamental revolution of society, and we made great plans for 
transforming the press, the media, and the economic structures. They 
all had elements of socialism, to be sure; but I would say it was more 
of a Proudhonian socialism, going back to grassroots by means of a 
federative and cooperative approach. 

- 

 

 

https://b-ok.cc/book/11359780/d63e48


Minimum Viable Technology 

Technology is there to solve the little problems of existence and 
mojjiln om ch iol fcp_m. Tb_l_’m [ fin i` [g[tcha n_]b ion nb_l_ [h^ cn’m 
_[ms ni a_n mo]e_^ chni m[scha s_m ni _p_ls fcnnf_ [^p[h]_, qb_nb_l cn’m 
needed or not. 

Technology solves problegm. Tb[n’m aii^. Bon qb_h nb_ jli\f_g cm 
solved, I think we should stop there. Paying for something when I 
b[p_h’n ain [hs ][mb ih g_ cm [ gcf^ ch]ihp_hc_h]_, \on gs ^_\cn ][l^ 
solves it with little fuss. Saving a further twenty seconds at the 
checkout is simply not a problem that I have. 

In fact, far from being a problem solved, shaving seconds from that 
chn_l[]ncih cm []no[ffs [ \[^ nbcha. Sifpcha jli\f_gm nb[n [l_h’n 
problems will always have consequences. In this case, it alienates us a 
little further from the people who serve us our Meal Deals. 

I’g `[l `lig \_cha [a[chmn [ff n_]bhifias (b_ m[sm, jo\fcmbcha nbcm ih 
the vast interconnected technologies of the internet), but I do think we 
should always use the minimum viable technology for a task. In other 
words, we should use the most basic tools that will still get the job well 
^ih_. < 

Skills 

The more basic the technology, generally speaking, the greater the 
skills you must learn and deploy. 

For example, motorists who grew up in the 40s, 50s and 60s had to 
become semi-skilled mechanics in order to keep their cars on the 
road. Modern motorists have no such need. In fact, car manufacturers 

https://davidcharles.info/positive-constraints/minimum-viable-technology/


deliberately make their technology unhackable, so that you must go 
back to the approved dealer for expensive repairs. 

The same is true of modern computers. You used to have to 
understand the fundamentals of programming to use a PC properly. 
Nowadays, user interfaces have evolved to the point where the 
internal workings of your computer are shrouded in mystery. When 
something goes wrong, the user is clueless and open to exploitation. 

Of course, for many people, myself included, this ease of use is a good 
thing. But ease of use and incomprehending dependence are two 
completely different things. 

Dependence is hierarchical and undemocratic, concentrating 
knowledge and power in the hands of the few. It reminds me of the 
worst excesses of medieval religion, where divine forgiveness was sold 
to the layman by a corrupt hierarchy of priests. 

Hidden Benefits 

Using the minimum viable technology for a task often has hidden 
benefits. For example, writing long hand on paper is important to 
cognitive development in children, helps you learn by combining 
visual, motor and brain processing, could make us more creative and 
stave off mental decline as we get older. Not bad for something that is 
mi i\pciomfs ‚\[]eq[l^‛ ch nbcm m]l__h-filled age. 

These hidden benefits apply to almost every positive constraint that 
I’p_ _rj_lcg_hn_^ qcnb: Ni Hin Sbiq_lm, Ni Mi\cf_ Pbih_, Ni 
Supermarket. 

The Tool is not the Task 



In our search for the most efficient technology, we forget that 99% of a 
task is not about the tools we use. 

Cleaning yourself is not about power showers, hot water tanks or 
_rj_hmcp_ mb[gjiim; cn’m [\ion q[n_l [h^ m]lo\\cha. Jogjcha chni [ 
lake would do it. 

Ciggohc][ncih cm hin [\ion 4G, qc`c il GSM; cn’m [\ion n[fecha ni inb_l 
human beings. Like the ones you see on the train every morning. 

Gli]_ls mbijjcha cmh’n [\ion `icf-packed for freshness, 138 different 
varieties of soup or self-service ]b_]eionm; cn’m [\ion \ocf^cha [ mnliha 
and healthy relationship to your food and the people who supply that 
food. You find that at your local greengrocer, not in the aisles of a 
supermarket warehouse. 

The Best Things in Life are Simple 

Using the minimum viable technology reminds us that the best things 
in life are not complicated. 

There is nothing that gives me greater pleasure than pulling on a pair 
of walking shoes (my minimum viable technology for travel without 
blisters), slinging a small backpack over my shoulder (MVT for basic 
food and camping gear), walking out into the sunset, sleeping the 
night on a hilltop in my bivvy bag (MVT for sleeping) and waking to 
the warming glow of the sunrise. 

I ^ih’n h__^ go]b gil_ nb[h nb[n. Ahsnbcha _fm_ cm [ forols [nd 
distracts from the task at hand: exploring the corners of the life I have 
been given. 



Technology is there to support us when we need it, not to be taken for 
granted. When the support falls away – and it will one day – will you 
be able to stand on your own two feet? 

- 

  



Pragmatic Left-Anarchism 

A wide array of approaches 

On The Far-Left, Effective Activism & Violence 

Mutual aid – We should put the time into helping our neighbors and 
volunteering, for example on a food not bombs stall, to both manifest 
and get enjoy the positive benefits of a communalist caring society. 

Direct action – We should try to mostly choose targets which the 
largest amount of people can sympathize with, for instance the 
m[\in[acha i` [ `ir bohn ch il^_l ni bcabfcabn nb_ ^cl_]ncih q_’^ fce_ ni 
move in with legal animal rights, going from mostly ending blood 
sports, to mostly ending animal captivity, to mostly ending hunting for 
taste pleasure. 

Campaigning – We should look for the easiest squeeze points to rack 
up small wins, like the picketing of a cafe to reclaim lost wages, so that 
word spreads and it creates a domino effect. 

Education – We should be educating ourselves and helping others 
know what work and rent union to join, what to keep a record of at 
work, how to defend yourself from rapists and fascists, how to crack a 
squat and how to write a press release, etc. 

Electoral politics – It's often obvious which party is the lesser evil long-
n_lg [h^ I nbche cn’m pclnoiom ni pin_ nb[n q[s [m gil_ j_ijf_ qcff b[p_ 
a qualitatively less bad experience than the few who do. So it's the 
trolley problem. We wouldn't desire to put in the electoral system 

https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2021/02/21/on-the-far-left-effective-activism-violence/


ourselves, but some of us engage with it for a few hours every 4 years 
and use the discourse surrounding it to rally people to the far-left. 

We need to get well educated on how even the baby step policies 
toward the left would be an improvement on where we are now, we 
need to learn the internal politicking of government and get good at 
having friendly arguments with comedy to appeal to friends and 
acquaintances basic intuitions. 

The goal being that we can talk the latest news and (1) Win over 
conservatives to obvious empirically better policies on the left, and (2) 
Win over liberals when center-left parties are in power to feel 
dismayed at the slow pace of change, and so acknowledge how much 
better it would be if there was a market socialist in the position willing 
to rally people to demonstrate and strike to push through bills. 

This still must entail a cynical clarity about how many swing voters 
you meet will be responding to the seesaw effect in politics of blaming 
the last person in power for everything wrong, so knowing how much 
time to invest and picking your battles. 

-  

The limits of violence 

An Experimental List of Anarchist Principles 

Some groups and projects try to put together an aims and principles 
fcmn ni _rjf[ch qb[n ][gj[cah h_qm [h^ jbcfimijbs nb_s’ff `i]om ih 
and I think this can positively influence what actions people take and 
think are justified. Some examples I know of include: 

https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2022/05/01/an-experimental-list-of-anarchist-principles/


● By Any Means Necessary 
● Anarchist Radio Network 
● Green Anti-Capitalist Front  

Yio [fmi b[p_ j_ijf_ omcha mfia[hm fce_ ‘\s [hs g_[hm h_]_mm[ls’ 
going all the way back to Malcolm X & Franz Fanon in the 60s, which I 
ao_mm cm [h [nn_gjn ni m[s q_’ff ai [m `[l [m q_’l_ jomb_^, mi \_ ][l_`of 
what state terror tactics you use on us. 

My aims are reflected in the CrimethInc exercise in what an anarchist 
program might look like. Ah^ I’p_ [fl_[^s qlcnn_h [\ion my ethics 
\li[^fs, \on I’ff nls ni \_ gil_ mj_]c`c] b_l_, ch _rj_lcg_hncha qcnb 
drawing up a list of principles that I think would be useful to the 
calculation of what tactics I think are useful and justifiable in the UK 
today which is in my view a non-revolutionary period, which to me 
just means a time when social tensions are not at their height: 

1) Never act with reckless indifference to human and non-human 
animal life. 

2) Never physically hurt people for the purpose of achieving political 
goals as it runs counter to our philosophy on the left that material 
conditions create the person and so we should make every peaceful 
effort to rehabilitate people. 

Some tricky to explain examples that are justified, but only just outside 
this principle are: 

(A) Community self-defense and self-defense by proxy, where you 
might desire to fight fascists in the street in order to block them from 
marching through immigrant communities or where you might desire 

https://www.bamn.com/about-bamn-2/bamn-principles/
https://www.a-radio-network.org/basic-principles/
https://greenanticapitalist.org/aims-principles/
https://crimethinc.com/2020/11/02/exercise-what-would-an-anarchist-program-look-like
https://crimethinc.com/2020/11/02/exercise-what-would-an-anarchist-program-look-like
https://crimethinc.com/2020/11/02/exercise-what-would-an-anarchist-program-look-like
https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2020/09/20/my-virtue-existentialist-ethics/
https://activistjourneys.wordpress.com/2020/09/20/my-virtue-existentialist-ethics/


to push your way through huntsmen in order to save a fox from getting 
mauled to death by dogs. 

(B) Survivor-led vigilantism, where to the extent that some current 
institutions fail to rehabilitate people and the process of seeking 
justice through the institutions available can sometimes cause more 
trauma than its worth, then personal violence in order to resolve 
feelings of helplessness in the face of evil acts can sometimes be 
reasonably viewed as justified to regain feelings of agency. 

3) Never take actions on the basis of anti-science beliefs or with the 
intent to propagate anti-science beliefs e.g. disproven conspiracy 
theories. 

4) Take care to respect the difference between property which is 
personally and privately owned. 

So, it could be seen as ethical to choose material targets of evil actors 
in order to cause economic damage and make a statement, so long as 
in the case of personal property, the item has no intrinsic sentimental 
value and can be replaced because the person is wealthy and that the 
item was paid for through the exploitation of others labor. Or is 
private property, meaning the means of production which should be 
owned collectively anyway. 

The action would be an outlet for legitimate anger against that which 
][om_m om mo``_lcha [h^ [ g_[hm i` ^_p_fijcha j_ijf_’m nbchecha [h^ 
creating a wider base of people joined in sympathy for those ideals. 

Fil _r[gjf_, c` n[echa nb_ lcme ni mf[mb mf[oabn_lbiom_ nlo]em’ nsl_m ch 
the dead of night both draws attention to animal suffering and also 
helps you to develop stronger bonds with a group of people and learn 



from other liberation struggles, then the action is both productive and 
leads to personal growth. 

5) Never take actions in the hopes of helping in part instigate a 
l_pifoncih[ls q[l miih_l nb[h cn’m l_[mih[\f_ ni \_fc_p_ sio qiof^ 
have the ][j[\cfcns ni qch. Scgcf[lfs ^ih’n om_ lb_nilc] [\ion biq 
tensions in society have escalated to the state of civil war or a third 
world war. For example, even if the revolutionary left got really good 
at assassinating captains of industry and getting away with it, there 
would be reasonable fears around the psychology of people who 
would take such an act against people who they could have grown up 
and been socially conditioned to be themselves, which would 
inexorably lead to a more authoritarian society and worse foundations 
on which to work towards a better society. 

I do think we can hypothesize the unrealistic case of 99% of society 
desiring a referendum on a shift from parliamentary representative 
msmn_g ni [ `_^_l[n_^ mjie_m ]ioh]cf msmn_g [h^ nb_ MP’m ^lagging 
their feet, the same way both parties gerrymander the boundaries to 
make it easier to win despite it being the one issue most everyone 
agrees is bad, and people needing to storm the halls of power to force 
a vote to happen. 

More likely though, an opportunity for revolution might arise from 
such a confluence of events as climate refugees and worker gains 
forcing the state and corporations into trying to crack down on 
freedoms in order to preserve their power and enough people 
resisting that move, who are then able take power and usher in radical 
policy change, with either the army deciding to stand down or splitting 
into factions. 



Most can sympathize with quick revolutions against dictatorships 
where the result is a freer society, like the Kurdish uprising in 
Northern Syria which took power from a regime who had rolled tanks 
on demonstrators and outlawed teaching of their native language. 

But, even there, there are key foundations you need to work from, like 
nb_ jli\[\cfcns sio qih’n domn acp_ [h _r]om_ for the oppressor 
committing even worse horrors as was the case with the Rohingya 
militants who ambushed a police checkpoint, resulting in army & 
citizen campaign to burn down many villages, plus murder and rape 
nbim_ nb[n ]iof^h’n a_n [q[s. 

As well as a responsibility to put down arms after winning political 
freedoms and a majority are in favor of diplomacy through electoral 
politics, like in Northern Ireland today. 

Under representative democracies, the sentiment of most is that, even 
if it could be argued that a war of terror (not a revolutionary war) 
against the ruling class was the easiest route to produce a better 
society, that it would still be ethically wrong to be the person who 
n[e_m [hinb_l’m fc`_ domn \_][om_ cn’m nb_ _[mc_mn q[s. Sch]_ l_a[l^f_ms of 
manufactured consent or anything else you still could have worked to 
build a coalition to overcome those obstacles.  

And I agree, it would be an act of self-harm to treat life with such 
disregard when we could have been that same deluded person 
shrouded in the justificatory trappings of society which normalizes 
nb[n \_b[pcil. I ^ih’n nbche nb_ q[s q_ qch ni^[s cm \s nl_[ncha [ ]if^ 
bureaucratic system with equally cold disregard, by justifying our 
resort to threat and violence because we have fewer resources, and a 
belief in the importance of our message. Time on earth is a 



foundational value worth fighting for, and everybody deserves some 
amount of breathing room to make mistakes and learn from them. 

- 

  



Footnotes 

1. Anytime someone uses writing by someone like Germaine 
Greer, I think they should also mention or link to a critique, so 
here's her talking about anarchism and a critique anyways: 
Germaine Greer on Anarchist Feminism + A Critique of Greer's 
Bad Takes 
 

2. By including quotes from Aragorn and Julian Langer's writing 
as explanations and critiques of eco-extremism, I'm not 
claiming they are themselves eco-extremists. 

- 
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